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“I swear by Apollo the physician … and all the gods 

and goddesses that, according to my ability and 

judgment, I will keep this Oath and this stipulation: … 

Into whatever houses I enter, I will go into them for the 

benefit of the sick and will abstain from every voluntary 

act of mischief and corruption...” 

(Oath of Hippocrates, 460-377 B.C.) 

 

 

1 Introduction 

Medical treatment is a prime example of what is known as a credence good in the 

economics literature. Other examples include all types of repair services or the provision of 

complex goods like software programs, but also seemingly straightforward goods like taxi 

rides in an unknown city can exhibit the properties of credence goods. Generally speaking, 

credence goods have the characteristic that though consumers can observe the utility they 

derive from the good ex post, they cannot judge whether the type or quality of the good they 

have received is the ex ante needed one. Moreover, consumers may even ex post be unable to 

observe which type or quality they actually received. An expert seller, however, is able to 

identify the type or quality that fits a consumer’s needs by performing a diagnosis. He can 

then provide the right quality and charge for it, or he can exploit the information asymmetry 

by defrauding the consumer. 

An expert seller – a car mechanic, for instance – might have an incentive to cheat on a 

consumer in two dimensions: First, the repair might be inefficient. The mechanic might 

replace more parts than are actually necessary to bring the car back on the road (and charge 

for the additional time and material). This case is referred to as overtreatment because the 

additional benefits to the consumer are smaller than the additional costs. The mechanic’s 

repair might also be insufficient, thus leaving the consumer with a bill, but with a car that is 

still not working properly. This latter case is referred to as undertreatment since any material 

and time spent on the repair is pure waste. Second, the repair might be appropriate, but the 

mechanic might charge the consumer for more than he has actually done (e.g., by claiming to 

have changed a filter without having done so). This kind of problem is known as 

overcharging and it can also lead to inefficiencies in the long run if the fear of getting 
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overcharged deters consumers from trading on credence goods markets in the future, thereby 

creating an Akerlof (1970) type of market breakdown. 

In this paper we present an experiment with 936 participants. Despite the importance of 

credence goods markets for many day-to-day decisions, this is the first large-scale experiment 

on credence goods. It provides controlled evidence of how institutional restrictions and 

market characteristics affect behavior on credence goods markets and how the inefficiencies 

arising from the asymmetric information on credence goods markets can be contained. Our 

experiment is based on a full 2×2×2×2 factorial design, varying the following factors: 

• Liability, i.e. the necessity for the seller to provide a good of sufficient quality to meet 

a consumer’s needs. 

• Verifiability of a seller’s action, i.e. the necessity for the seller to charge for the good 

provided. 

• Reputation building, i.e. giving consumers the possibility to identify their trading 

partners (as opposed to an anonymous market). 

• Competition, i.e. giving consumers an option to choose from several sellers (as 

opposed to bilateral matching between sellers and consumers). 

We evaluate the experimental behavior against two sets of predictions, one assuming 

standard (own-money-maximizing) preferences, and the other one considering non-standard 

preferences. Our formalization of non-standard preferences is motivated by the opening quote 

from Hippocrates, because the latter implies a seller’s concern for an appropriate treatment 

(“for the benefit of the sick”) and a renunciation of exploiting consumers (“abstain from every 

voluntary act of mischief and corruption”). For some experimental treatment conditions, both 

models yield qualitatively very similar predictions. When the predictions differ, experimental 

behavior seems to be better captured by the model with non-standard preferences, though. 

The experimental results show that liability and competition are the most important 

factors to increase trade on credence goods markets. If liability holds, the increase in trade 

causes an increase in efficiency. Without liability, the effect of increased trade on efficiency is 

ambiguous, because undertreatment occurs frequently. Verifiability of a seller’s actions, 

although theoretically as powerful as liability, has only a minor impact. Similarly, the 

possibility of reputation building is of negligible influence as long as liability or verifiability 

holds. Hence, our results suggest that legal liability clauses are most suitable to cure many of 

the inefficiencies associated with the provision of credence goods. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss briefly related 

literature and how our experiment can add insights and thus complement the empirical 
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evidence. In Section 3 we describe the basic model and introduce the various conditions under 

which consumers and sellers might engage in trade. Section 4 contains the experimental 

design. Section 5 derives hypotheses both for the cases of standard and non-standard 

preferences. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section 7 summarizes our main 

findings and discusses some policy implications. 

 

 

2 Related Literature and Rationale for an Experimental Study 

There are about two dozen theoretical contributions to the credence goods literature. The 

pioneering paper is by Darby and Karni (1973), who introduced the term credence goods and 

added this type of good to Nelson’s (1970) classification of ordinary, search and experience 

goods.1 They study how market conditions (the presence or absence of idle capacities, 

regulation, etc.) and reputation concerns affect the equilibrium amount of fraud (i.e., under- 

and overtreatment, and overcharging). Two other important early contributions, both 

assuming verifiability and both studying a competitive environment, are by Wolinsky. While 

Wolinsky (1993) emphasizes that the informational asymmetry in credence goods markets 

might lead to specialization, Wolinsky (1995) examines the role of customers’ search for 

multiple opinions and experts’ concerns for reputation in disciplining experts. Taylor (1995) 

provides a theoretical micro-foundation of several important features observed in markets for 

credence goods (as, for instance, the heavy reliance on ex post contracts and the prevalence of 

free diagnostic checks), while Emons (1997) studies the role of observability of capacities and 

treatments in inducing non-fraudulent behavior. Important recent theoretical contributions to 

the literature include Pesendorfer and Wolinsky (2003), who explore whether a competitive 

sampling of prices and opinions provides incentives for experts to provide costly but 

unobservable diagnostic effort, and Alger and Salanie (2006), who study a competitive 

credence goods market in which experts lie about the true diagnosis because an informed 

consumer would reject the price offer to get the treatment from a competing expert. A robust 

finding in this literature is that liability and verifiability are the most important institutional 

factors for experts’ behavior, while reputation and competition are important market factors 

(see Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006, for details). 

                                                 
1 Ordinary goods (such as petrol) have well-known characteristics, and subjects know where to get them. Search 

goods (like clothes) need to be inspected before buying in order to observe their characteristics. Experience 

goods (like wine) have unknown characteristics, but they are revealed after buying or consuming them. 
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The empirical evidence on the problems with credence goods originates mainly from the 

market for car repairs and for health care services. Wolinsky (1993, 1995) refers to a survey 

conducted by the Department of Transportation estimating that more than half of car repairs 

are unnecessary, which is an indication of overtreatment. Hubbard (1998) shows that car 

mechanics conduct vehicle inspections differently depending on whether the vehicles are on 

warranty or not. Referring to the health care sector, the classic study by Fuchs (1978) reports 

a positive correlation between the supply of doctors in a geographical area and the cost and 

intensity of medical care. Emons (1997) cites a Swiss study reporting that the average 

person’s probability of receiving one of seven major surgical interventions is one third above 

that of a physician or a member of a physician’s family, indicating that a consumer’s 

(presumed) education and information level affects the quality of treatment and the likelihood 

of overtreatment. He also mentions a study by the Federal Trade Commission that documents 

the tendency of optometrists to prescribe unnecessary, but profitable, treatment. Hughes and 

Yule (1992) find that the number of cervical cytology treatments is positively correlated with 

the fee for this treatment. Likewise, Gruber and Owings (1996) and Gruber, Kim and Mayzlin 

(1999) show that the relative frequency of Cesarean deliveries compared to normal child 

births reacts to the fee differentials of health insurance programs for both types of treatments 

and to the intertemporal development of birth rates. Iizuka (2007) investigates the Japanese 

drug prescription market where doctors often not only prescribe but also dispense drugs. 

Controlling for patients’ health status, he finds that doctors’ prescriptions respond to markup 

differences, i.e. to monetary incentives that are unrelated to warranted medication.2 

Though empirical studies on credence goods markets have documented the existence of 

inefficiencies, they generally lack a controlled variation of factors that might influence the 

level of efficiency. For instance, some papers show that overtreatment is happening, without 

systematically exploring the conditions leading to it (see, e.g., the case studies mentioned in 

Wolinsky 1993 and 1995, or Emons 1997). Other studies vary only one particular aspect that 

influences the provision of credence goods – for example, the price differential between 

Cesarean section deliveries and normal child births (Gruber et al., 1999) – without controlling 

for and varying other important factors (like liability or verifiability or reputation building of 

sellers). By running a controlled laboratory experiment we are able to systematically vary 

                                                 
2 Afendulis and Kessler (2007) show that the integration of diagnosis and treatment has raised the treatment costs 

of coronary artery disease. They also find that under some conditions the integration of diagnosis and 

treatment can lead to better health outcomes, though. 
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several factors that may affect the provision of credence goods, and identify the effects of 

these factors on sellers’ and consumers’ behavior. Field data are naturally limited in the 

number of conditions that can be varied. Hence, our experiments complement the empirical 

literature by allowing for a much broader variation of important factors under ceteris-paribus 

conditions. 

Turning to the experimental literature, closest to our paper are two articles by Huck, 

Lünser and Tyran (2006, 2007) who use a binary version of the well-known trust game (by 

Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe 1995) and interpret it as modeling a market for experience 

goods.3 Huck et al. (2007) show that experience goods are more efficiently provided when 

sellers can build up reputation than if this is not the case. Yet, it does not make a difference 

whether buyers can only observe how a particular seller has served them in the past or 

whether they know all past quality choices of all sellers in the market. Introducing 

competition (as compared to a bilateral matching of sellers and consumers), Huck et al. 

(2006) find even higher efficiency levels than with reputation, because competition lets sellers 

provide high quality in the present to attract consumers also in the future. Taking a trust game 

as an example for an experience goods market limits the analysis of inefficiencies to 

undertreatment (low quality for a given price) and no market interaction, though. The 

framework of credence goods is a much richer one as it adds opportunities for overtreatment 

and overcharging both of which constitute persistent problems on credence goods markets. It 

is noteworthy, however, that the setup of Huck et al. (2006, 2007) is a special case of our 

more general model. In the final section of this paper we will explain in more detail how the 

experience goods model of Huck et al. (2006, 2007) is embedded in our model and how our 

results compare to theirs. 

 

                                                 

3 Experience goods differ from credence goods in several important dimensions. For example, (1) while the 

valuation of a consumer is strictly increasing in quality with experience goods, it is constant whenever the 

quality is sufficient with credence goods; (2) for given prices a consumer can tell exactly which quality he 

prefers in the case of experience goods, but he does not know it with credence goods; (3) whereas the quality 

of the good is unobservable ex ante but perfectly observable ex post with experience goods, it may be 

observable either ex ante, or ex post, or neither ex ante nor ex post with credence goods. 
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3 A Simple Model of a Credence Goods Market 

3.1 The Basic Model 

Consumers are ex ante identical and know that they need a major treatment (th) with 

probability h, and a minor treatment (tl) with probability 1–h. Each consumer (he) is randomly 

matched with one seller (she) who sets prices ph and pl for the major, respectively minor, 

treatment (with ph ≥ pl). The seller has costs ch for the major treatment, and cl for the minor 

one (with ch > cl). 

The consumer only knows the prices for the different treatments, but not the type of 

treatment that he needs, when he makes his decision whether or not to interact with the seller. 

If the consumer decides against interaction then both the consumer and the seller receive an 

outside option of o ≥ 0. In case of interaction, the seller gets to know which type of treatment 

the consumer needs. Then she provides one of the two treatments and charges one of the two 

prices. Consumers in need of the minor treatment tl are sufficiently treated in any case 

(receiving either tl or th). However, if the consumer needs the major treatment th, then only th 

is sufficient. A sufficient treatment yields a value v > 0 for the consumer, an insufficient 

treatment yields a value of zero.4 In case of an interaction, a consumer earns the value from 

being treated minus the price to be paid, whereas a seller receives the price charged minus the 

cost of the provided treatment (cl if tl has been provided, otherwise ch). 

In the following, we extend this basic model in two steps. In extension 1 we limit the 

action space of the seller by considering liability and verifiability as institutional restrictions. 

In extension 2 we add reputation building and seller competition as two important features of 

market interaction. 

 

3.2 Extension 1: Liability and Verifiability 

Liability in credence goods markets implies the requirement that sellers provide a 

treatment that is sufficient to solve the consumer’s problem. Thus, liability prevents 

undertreatment, but it does not preclude overtreatment and/or overcharging. Verifiability 

                                                 
4 In order to keep the exposition as succinct as possible, we present the basic model as it will be implemented in 

the experiment. Of course, more general specifications would be possible, such as varying the value of the 

outside option with the type of player (seller vs. consumer) or the value from a sufficient treatment with the 

treatment needed by the consumer (minor vs. major treatment), or considering strictly positive diagnosis 

costs (which we set zero here). Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2006) discuss various generalizations, showing 

that many of them do not affect the theoretical results qualitatively. Hence, we use the simpler framework, 

which also prevents us from making the experiment too complicated for participants. 
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means that consumers can observe and verify ex post the treatment that has been provided by 

the seller (without knowing, however, whether this treatment was needed). As a consequence, 

verifiability prevents overcharging, but it does not preclude under- and/or overtreatment. 

The factorial combination of liability and verifiability creates four different institutional 

conditions that imply different sets of available actions for the seller (see Figure 1 for the 

sequence of actions). 

1) In condition N (No Liability / No Verifiability) the seller is completely free in her 

choice of treatment provision and in which of the two posted prices she charges. 

2) In condition L (Liability / No Verifiability) the seller must provide a sufficient 

treatment. However, she is allowed to charge any of her posted prices. 

3) In condition V (No Liability / Verifiability) the seller is not restricted in her choice 

of treatment, but she must charge the price of the treatment actually provided. 

4) In condition LV (Liability / Verifiability) the seller must provide sufficient 

treatment and charge the price of the treatment actually provided. 

 

Figure 1 about here 

 

3.3 Extension 2: Reputation and Competition 

The basic model places two particular restrictions on consumers. First, consumers cannot 

identify their (past) trading partners. Second, consumers do not have a choice between 

different sellers, because they are bilaterally matched with one seller only. Our second 

extension lifts both restrictions, the first one by introducing an opportunity for reputation-

building by making sellers identifiable, such that a consumer can keep track of his past 

experience with a particular seller (without knowing how this seller has treated other 

consumers, though).5 The second restriction is removed by considering a competition 

condition where consumers can choose among several sellers, knowing the prices posted by 

them. In this condition the matching becomes endogenous. We assume that consumers face 

zero costs when comparing the different sellers’ prices and sellers can treat more than one 

consumer (meaning that there are no capacity constraints). A factorial combination of 

allowing for reputation-building and seller competition yields the following four market 

conditions. 

                                                 
5 Sellers can never identify consumers in our model, because we are primarily interested in the effect of seller 

reputation. 
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1) In condition B (for “baseline”; No Competition / No Reputation) there is a bilateral 

matching of consumers and sellers, and consumers cannot identify their trading 

partners. 

2) In condition R (No Competition / Reputation) there is a bilateral matching of 

consumers and sellers, and a consumer knows whether a particular seller has 

treated him sufficiently or not in the past and which price she has charged. 

3) In condition C (Competition / No Reputation) consumers can choose among 

several sellers, but they cannot identify their trading partners. 

4) In condition CR (Competition / Reputation) consumers can choose among 

different sellers and they can identify them. 

 

Table 1 about here 

 

Combining both extensions yields 16 different conditions for the interaction between 

consumers and sellers on credence goods markets. Table 1 summarizes the different 

conditions and how they are characterized with respect to the presence or absence of liability, 

verifiability, reputation-building, and seller-competition. 

 

 

4 Experimental Design 

4.1 Treatments, Parameters, and Matching 

The 16 conditions of interaction between consumers and sellers in Table 1 constitute the 

16 different experimental treatments of our study. Since we refer to sellers offering a 

“treatment” to consumers we will denote experimental treatments as conditions throughout 

the paper. The abbreviations in Table 1 for the 16 conditions are of the form X/Y, where X ∈ 

{B, R, C, CR}, and Y ∈ {N, L, V, LV}. For example, C/LV denotes the condition with seller 

competition, where sellers can not build up reputation, but where both liability and 

verifiability apply. In the following we will often refer to a set of conditions by using a single 

element of the tuples X/Y defined above. For instance, a reference to the set R includes all 

four conditions where reputation building is possible, but where seller-competition does not 

apply, i.e. set R includes R/N, R/L, R/V, and R/LV. 

In all experimental conditions we let the consumer’s probability of needing the major 

treatment be h = 0.5, and the value of a sufficient treatment be v = 10. The costs of providing 

the minor (major) treatment is cl = 2 (ch = 6). The prices posted by the sellers, pl and ph (with 
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pl ≤ ph), have to be chosen in integer numbers from the interval {1, 11}. The outside option if 

no trade takes place is set to o = 1.6 both for the seller and the consumer. 

We always use matching groups of eight subjects each, which is common knowledge in 

all conditions. Four subjects in each matching group are in the role of consumers, and four in 

the role of sellers. The assignment to roles is randomly determined at the beginning of the 

experiment, and roles are kept fixed throughout the entire experiment. 

There are 16 periods of interaction between sellers and consumers in all conditions. Due 

to the repetition of the stage game, the matching of subjects is important. In the market 

conditions without reputation (i.e. in sets B and C) it must not be possible for sellers to build 

up reputation in the course of the repeated interaction. This precludes the use of a partner 

matching (in which a seller would be matched with the same consumer in all 16 periods). 

Therefore, we use a stranger matching in which consumers and sellers are randomly re-

matched after each period. 

In the conditions with competition (i.e. in sets C and CR) the four sellers have to post 

prices first, and each of the four consumers is informed about the prices of all four sellers. 

Only then consumers have to choose with which seller, if any, to interact. Note that in 

condition C consumers cannot identify their (potential) trading partners. In order to make that 

more transparent, we stress in the experimental instructions (see supplementary material) that 

the order of presenting the four sellers’ prices will be randomly determined in each period. 

Hence, seller x in period t need not be seller x in period t+1. 

In the conditions with reputation-building (i.e., sets R and CR) consumers can keep track 

of their past experience with a particular seller through fixing the sellers’ IDs. The feedback 

consists of information on which seller they visited in a particular period, which prices had 

been posted in that period, and what was the consumer’s profit from the interaction. From the 

latter, consumers can infer whether they have been treated sufficiently or not and which price 

has been charged. 

 

4.2 Experimental Procedure 

All experimental sessions were run computerized (using zTree; Fischbacher, 2007) and 

recruiting was done with ORSEE (Greiner, 2004). A total of 936 undergraduate students 

participated in the experiment. All sessions started with an extensive description of the game. 

All parameters as well as the matching procedure were made common knowledge to all 

participants by reading them out aloud. Before the experiment started, participants had to 

answer a set of control questions correctly to ensure that they had fully understood the 
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instructions. For every session we invited four subjects more than needed in order make sure 

that we got enough subjects answering all questions correctly. Once the number of subjects 

required to start a session had answered all questions correctly, the four remaining subjects 

were paid 4 Euro and dismissed. The average session length, including instructions and 

control questions, was 1.5 hours. Participants earned on average 14 Euro. 

 

 

5 Predictions 
 

5.1 Assuming Standard Preferences 

In this subsection we assume that both sellers and consumers are rational and only 

interested in their own monetary payoff, and that this fact is common knowledge. We start by 

identifying equilibrium behavior for set B, after which we continue with sets R, C, and CR. 

Accompanying each prediction is a short rationale for it. The proofs are relegated to the 

supplementary material, Appendix A. Table 2 summarizes the predictions, where row [1] 

below each of the 16 conditions shows the predicted vector of prices posted by the seller and 

whether a consumer interacts with a seller or not. The first figure in curved parentheses refers 

to pl, the second to ph. For the conditions where interaction is predicted to take place, row [2] 

indicates whether the consumer is appropriately treated (“efficient provision”), undertreated, 

or overtreated, and row [3] refers to the seller’s charging policy.6 

 

Table 2 about here 

 

5.1.1 Standard Predictions for Set B (Baseline) – On the Role of Liability and 

Verifiability 

First note that under random matching and anonymity the predictions for the finitely 

repeated game are the same as the predictions for the underlying stage game. Since the stage 

game is solved through backward-induction we start (in prediction BS1) with the 

chronologically last decision in the stage game, which is the seller’s provision and charging 

policy. Then we proceed backward through the game-tree (see Figure 1) by addressing the 

                                                 
6 Here and throughout the article appropriate treatment refers to providing th if the consumer needs the major 

treatment and providing tl if the consumer needs the minor treatment; undertreatment refers to providing tl 

when the consumer needs th; overtreatment refers to providing th when the consumer needs tl. 
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consumer’s acceptance behavior (in prediction BS2) and, finally, the seller’s pricing policy 

and the implied prediction with respect to interaction (in prediction BS3). In our 

characterization of those policies we refer to the following types of price-vectors: 

• an equal mark-up price-vector is defined as one that satisfies ph
 – pl = ch

 – cl = 4. 

• an undertreatment price-vector satisfies ph
 – pl < ch

 – cl = 4. 

• an overtreatment price-vector is characterized by ph
 – pl > ch

 – cl = 4. 

 

Prediction BS1 (Provision and Charging Policy). 

(i) In B/N sellers provide the minor, but charge for the major treatment under each price-

vector. 

(ii) In B/L sellers provide the appropriate treatment and charge for the major treatment 

under each price-vector.  

(iii) In B/V sellers provide the appropriate treatment under equal mark-up vectors, but 

always the minor (major) treatment under undertreatment (overtreatment) price-vectors. 

(iv) In B/LV sellers provide the appropriate treatment under equal mark-up and 

undertreatment price-vectors, but only the major treatment under overtreatment vectors. 

 

Prediction BS2 (Acceptance Behavior). Anticipating sellers’ behavior according to 

prediction BS1, consumers’ acceptance behavior depends exclusively on ph, but not on pl, 

when V is violated. When V holds, acceptance behavior depends both on ph and pl. 

(i) In B/N consumers accept to be treated if and only if (iff) ph ≤ 3. 

(ii) In B/L consumers accept to be treated iff ph ≤ 8. 

(iii) In B/V consumers accept an equal mark-up vector iff ph ≤ 10, they accept an 

undertreatment vector iff pl ≤ 3, and an overtreatment vector iff ph ≤ 8. 

(iv) In B/LV consumers accept an equal mark-up and an undertreatment vector iff (pl + 

ph)/2 ≤ 8, and they accept an overtreatment vector iff ph ≤ 8. 

 

Prediction BS3 (Pricing Policy and Interaction). Interaction always takes place if either L 

or V (or both) holds; otherwise the market breaks down. With interaction, prices are such that 

sellers are induced to provide the appropriate treatment and that the gains from trade accrue to 

the sellers. 

(i) In B/N the market breaks down. 

(ii) In B/L sellers post a price-vector with ph = 8, pl is indeterminate. 

(iii) In B/V sellers post the equal mark-up vector {6, 10}. 
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(iv) In B/LV sellers post an equal mark-up or an undertreatment vector with pl + ph = 16. 

Summarizing the standard predictions for set B we observe that if both liability and 

verifiability are violated, then the market breaks down. The reason is that in B/N sellers 

cannot be induced to provide the major treatment and that always providing the minor 

treatment generates expected gains from trade of only 3 (= (1 - h)v – cl ) which is less than the 

sum of two outside options (2o = 3.2). Thus, there exists no price where both parties of the 

interaction get at least their outside option. As soon as either L or V (or both) apply, however, 

sellers have an incentive to post prices which induce them to provide the appropriate 

treatment, making it profitable for consumers to enter the market in all periods in conditions 

B/L, B/V, and B/LV. This yields full efficiency then. 

 

5.1.2 Standard Predictions for Sets R, C and CR – On the Role of Reputation-

Building and Competition 

In discussing the influence of an opportunity for reputation-building and competition on 

seller and consumer behavior we first present the predictions when either reputation-building 

or competition applies. Only after that we describe the effects if both apply jointly. 

 

5.1.2.1 The Effects of Reputation 

Reputation-building itself does not change any of the predictions for set B since the stage 

game has a unique equilibrium and the repeated game a fixed, commonly known end date. 

 

Predictions RS1 to RS3. Reputation itself does not affect the predicted behavior of sellers and 

consumers. Hence, predictions BS1 to BS3 also apply to set R. 

 

5.1.2.2 The Effects of Competition 

The main effect of competition is on the pricing policy and the interaction frequency, 

while provision and charging policy are the same as in the baseline set B. 

 

Prediction CS1 (Provision and Charging Policy). Competition itself does not affect the 

sellers’ provision and charging policy. Hence, prediction BS1 also applies to set C. 

 

In set B the matching between consumers and sellers is exogenous and the consumers’ 

only decision is to accept or reject the seller’s offer. Hence, in set B the prediction on 

consumer behavior is a prediction on acceptance behavior. With competition, however, 
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consumers have to choose from a set of sellers, putting the determinants of this choice into the 

focus of analysis. To identify choice behavior, we will refer to price-vectors ∆e, ∆u, ∆o and 

∆eu. Among all equal mark-up vectors offered by the four sellers, ∆e is the one with the lowest 

∆e = ph - ch = pl - cl.7 Similarly, among all undertreatment (overtreatment) vectors, ∆u (∆o) is 

the one with the lowest ∆u = pl - cl (∆o = ph - ch). Finally, among all equal mark-up and all 

undertreatment vectors, ∆eu is the one with the lowest ∆eu = (ph - ch + pl - cl)/2.8 

 

Prediction CS2 (Visiting Behavior). When V is violated, a consumer’s visiting behavior 

depends only on ph, but not on pl. When V holds, visiting behavior depends both on  pl and ph. 

(i) In C/N consumers visit the seller (or one of the sellers) with the lowest ph, provided it 

satisfies ph ≤ 3. Otherwise consumers abstain from interaction with sellers. 

(ii) In C/L consumers visit a seller with the lowest ph, provided it satisfies ph ≤ 8. 

Otherwise consumers abstain from interaction. 

(iii) In C/V the following applies: 

- If ∆e ≤ min{∆u + 3, ∆o + 2} consumers visit the seller (or one of the sellers) who 

posts ∆e, provided ∆e ≤ 4. Otherwise consumers abstain from interaction. 

- If ∆o ≤ min{∆u + 1, ∆e - 3} consumers visit the seller (or one of the sellers) who posts 

∆o, provided ∆o ≤ 2. Otherwise consumers abstain from interaction. 

- if ∆u ≤ min {∆e - 4, ∆o - 2} consumers visit the seller (or one of the sellers) who posts 

∆u, provided ∆u ≤ 1. Otherwise consumers abstain from interaction. 

(iv) In C/LV the following applies: 

- If ∆eu ≤ ∆o + 2 consumers visit the seller (or one of the sellers) who posts ∆eu, 

provided ∆eu ≤ 4. Otherwise consumers abstain from interaction. 

- If ∆eu > ∆o + 2 consumers visit the seller (or one of the sellers) who posts ∆o, 

provided ∆o ≤ 2. Otherwise consumers abstain from interaction. 

 

Prediction CS3 (Pricing Policy and Interaction). Interaction (almost) always takes place 

even in C/N, although sellers provide only the minor treatment there. In conditions C/L, C/V 

                                                 
7 For convenience we denote not only a specific price-vector but also the implied mark-up by ∆. 
8 To be precise if {pi

l, pi
h} denote the prices posted by seller i then ∆e=mini{pi

h-ch⎮pi
h-ch = pi

l-cl}, ∆u=mini{pi
l-

cl⎮pi
h-ch < pi

l-cl}, ∆o=mini{ pi
h-ch⎮pi

h-ch > pi
l-cl}, and ∆eu=mini{(pi

h-ch+ pi
l-cl)/2⎮pi

h-ch ≤ pi
l-cl}. 
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and C/LV prices are chosen such that sellers are induced to provide the appropriate treatment. 

In all conditions of set C the total gains from trade accrue to consumers.9 

(i) In C/N each seller posts {n.d, 3} with probability x = 0.844 and a price-vector which 

is unattractive for consumers (due to ph>3) with probability 1-x.10 If at least one seller posts 

{n.d, 3} then all consumers are (under-)treated, otherwise (with probability (1-x)4 = 0.06%) 

there is no interaction. Each seller’s profit in equilibrium is 1.6. 

(ii) In C/L each seller posts {n.d., 5} with probability x = 0.839 and {n.d., 6} with 

probability 1-x. Interaction always takes place and consumers get appropriate treatment. Each 

seller’s profit in equilibrium is 1.604. 

(iii) In C/V each seller posts {3, 7} with probability x = 0.839 and {4, 8} with probability 

1-x. Interaction always takes place and consumers get appropriate treatment. Each seller’s 

profit in equilibrium is 1.604. 

(iv) In C/LV each seller posts either {4, 5} or {3, 6} with probability x = 0.132, either 

{5, 5}, or {4, 6}, or {3, 7} with probability y = 0.280, and either {5, 6} or {4, 7} with 

probability 1 - x - y.11 Interaction always takes place and consumers get appropriate treatment. 

Each seller’s profit in equilibrium is 1.683. 

 

The intuition for (almost) full interaction in C/N runs as follows. Although sellers can 

still not be induced to provide the major treatment, each seller can now serve more than one 

consumer. The latter fact implies that there is now room for prices that are profitable for both 

parties of the interaction. Note, however, that the increase in the frequency of interaction 

                                                 
9 Here we focus on symmetric equilibria. Note that in the price-posting stage of set C there are also asymmetric 

equilibria. Because there is no obvious way for sellers to coordinate on a specific asymmetric equilibrium we 

regard such equilibria as less plausible, and thus mention them only here in a footnote. Using similar 

techniques as in the proof of Prediction CS3 it can be shown that the following are asymmetric equilibria (and 

in fact the unique equilibria in pure strategies): In C/N three sellers post {n.d, 3} and one seller posts a price-

vector which is unattractive for consumers (with ph>3); the three sellers who post {n.d, 3} earn 1.6493 in 

expectation, the forth seller gets 1.6 for sure. In C/L (C/V, respectively) three sellers post {n.d., 5} ({3, 7}, 

respectively) and one seller posts a price-vector that is less attractive for consumers; equilibrium profits are 

as in C/N. In C/LV one seller posts {4, 5} or {3, 6} and three sellers post price-vectors that are less attractive 

for consumers; the seller posting the attractive price-vector earns 2 for sure, the other three sellers get the 

outside option. 
10 We round the probabilities of interaction to three decimals in this subsection. 
11 Note that within the three sets of price-vectors, both sellers and consumers are indifferent which price-vector 

is accepted. 
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translates only in a minor increase in efficiency (less than a 1/7 of the potential gains from 

trade are realized), as consumers are always undertreated in equilibrium. 

 

5.1.2.3 The Combined Effects of Reputation and Competition 

The main effect of combining competition with reputation arises in the N-condition. In CR/N, 

competition increases the frequency of interaction (in comparison to B/N and R/N) and 

reputation increases the efficiency of interaction (in comparison to C/N) by supporting 

equilibria with full interaction and appropriate treatment in early periods. The reason is that 

consumers can now costlessly reward a seller who has treated them appropriately in the past, 

simply by buying from this (and not from another) seller again even in the last periods of the 

experiment where sellers are known to act opportunistically in any case. Since L and/or V are 

already sufficient to yield full efficiency, we should find an effect of combining reputation 

and competition on efficiency only in set N: 

 

Predictions CRS1 to CRS3. Predictions CS1 to CS3 remain equilibrium predictions also in set 

CR. In CR/N, there are additional equilibria where (some) sellers post {n.d, 5} in the first 9 

periods and in which consumers accept, because they anticipate (correctly) that they will get 

the appropriate treatment with sufficiently high probability. 

 

Summarizing the standard predictions, we observe that either liability or verifiability or 

both lead to full efficiency while the absence of both leads to severe welfare losses. An 

opportunity for reputation building might substantially reduce the welfare losses, but only 

when combined with competition. Competition alone increases the frequency of interaction 

(without substantially increasing efficiency) if neither liability nor verifiability applies, but it 

has only redistribution effects (shifting the gains from trade from sellers to consumers) in all 

other cases. 

 

5.2 Assuming Non-Standard Preferences 
So far we have assumed that subjects are rational and only interested in their own 

monetary payoff. Motivated by the opening quote from Hippocrates, this section analyzes 

trade on credence goods markets when sellers have non-standard preferences.12 More 

                                                 
12 To the best of our knowledge, Liu (2008) is the only paper in the credence goods literature that considers 

sellers (or experts) with non-standard preferences. She studies a credence goods market populated by both 
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precisely, we assume that sellers care for appropriate treatment and correct charging. The 

former may be motivated by a desire for efficiency (see, e.g., Charness and Rabin, 2002, for 

evidence on the behavioral relevance of efficiency-concerns) and the latter by a desire for 

honesty and keeping one’s word (see Gneezy, 2005, or Vanberg, 2008, for evidence on how a 

concern for honesty or an aversion against cheating influences behavior).13 

We operationalize a sellers’ desire for appropriate treatment and for honest charging as 

follows: Let θ∈{l, h} be the index of a consumer’s type of problem, µ∈{l, h} the index of the 

treatment provided and κ∈{l, h} the index of the treatment charged for. Then the utility of a 

seller of type (α, β, γ) who is interacting with a consumer is assumed to be given by 

 Uα,β,γ(pl,ph,θ,µ,κ) =  pκ – cµ – αIθ >µ – βIθ<µ – γIµ<κ , (1) 

where α ≥ 0 is the disutility from undertreatment, β ≥ 0 is the disutility from overtreatment, 

and γ ≥ 0 is the disutility from overcharging a consumer. I is an indicator variable that takes 

the value of one if the condition in the subscript is met and the value of zero otherwise.14 The 

following predictions are based on the assumption that sellers are heterogeneous. More 

precisely, we assume that sellers’ types are independently drawn from the same cumulative 

distribution G(α, β, γ) with strictly positive density on [0, αmax] x [0, β max] x [0, γmax]. 15 

In the following we will sometimes refer to consumers having optimistic expectations. 

Consumers are said to have optimistic expectations if they believe that at least 52% of sellers 

have an α ≥ 4. A parameter of α ≥ 4 means that a seller’s disutility from undertreatment is 

                                                                                                                                                         
selfish and conscientious sellers. Selfish sellers simply maximize profits while the utility of conscientious 

sellers is derived from profits as well as from repairing the consumer’s problems. The key feature of Liu’s 

(2008) paper is that conscientious sellers are able to commit to treat consumers even if the prices they have 

posted do not cover treatment costs. That is, in Liu’s (2008) model a conscientious seller has the same 

options and payoffs as a selfish seller except that he cannot turn down a consumer after the diagnosis. Our 

formulation of non-standard preferences differs considerably from this approach by keeping full freedom of 

action for the seller while allowing for a disutility from undertreatment, overtreatment or overcharging. 
13 An aversion against undertreatment, overtreatment or overcharging is also implied by Charness and 

Dufwenberg’s (2005, 2006) they of guilt aversion (see also Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007). In a nutshell, 

the theory of guilt aversion states that a player i suffers from guilt to the extent that he believes that player j ≠ 

i receives a lower payoff than i believes j believes she will receive. A seller with guilt aversion may not 

provide or charge for a wrong treatment if she does not want to disappoint the customer’s beliefs about the 

payoffs from the interaction. 
14 Equation (1) uses the convention that l ≤ h, but not vice versa. 
15 Note that the model introduced here collapses to the case of standard preferences discussed in Section 5.1 if 

αmax =  β max =  γmax  = 0. 
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equal to or larger than the costs saved through undertreatment (i.e., αIθ >µ ≥ ch – cl = 4). In 

some of the predictions we also refer to a variable x that is defined as  

x = (ph – pl) – (ch – cl) = ph – pl – 4. 

It is important to stress that we present only those predictions based on non-standard (NS) 

preferences that differ from those derived in Subsection 5.1 under the assumption of standard 

preferences. Note also that for more precise predictions it would have been necessary to 

assume a particular distribution of parameters α, β and γ across sellers and that this 

distribution is common knowledge. We abstain from such far-reaching, yet empirically not 

validated, assumptions.16 

 

5.2.1 Non-Standard Predictions for Set B (Baseline) – On the Role of Liability and 

Verifiability 

 

Prediction BNS1 (Provision and Charging Policy). Contrary to the corresponding prediction 

with standard preferences, undertreatment, overtreatment and/or overcharging do not occur in 

all instances in which they are not prevented by institutional safeguards (i.e., by liability or 

verifiability). Also, behavior changes continuously in the price-difference ph – pl instead of 

jumping discontinuously as in the standard prediction. 

(i) Consider B/N and suppose αmax > 4 and γmax > 0. Then the undertreatment rate is 

below 100%. Furthermore, for prices satisfying ph – pl < γmax the overcharging rate is below 

100% and strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

(ii) Consider B/L and suppose γmax > 0. Then for prices satisfying ph – pl < γmax the 

overcharging rate is below 100% and strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

(iii) Consider B/V and suppose αmax > 0 and βmax > 0.  Then for prices satisfying –x ∈ (0, 

αmax) the undertreatment rate is below 100% and strictly decreasing in the price difference ph 

– pl. Furthermore, for prices satisfying x ∈ (0, βmax) the overtreatment rate is below 100% and 

strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

(iv) Consider B/LV and suppose βmax > 0. Then for prices satisfying x ∈ (0, βmax) the 

overtreatment rate is below 100% and strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

                                                 
16 Strictly speaking, the non-standard predictions on the provision and charging policy are predictions for 

exogenously given prices. To check whether exogenously imposed price vectors would yield different results 

we have run a control treatment where the price vectors were predetermined by the experimenter. The results 

of this robustness check are very briefly mentioned in footnote 21. Further details are available upon request. 
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Prediction BNS2 (Acceptance Behavior). Contrary to the corresponding prediction with 

standard preferences, the acceptance behavior of consumers depends on pl also in conditions 

B/N and B/L. Furthermore, acceptance thresholds are higher. 

(i) Consider B/N, suppose αmax > 4 and that this is common knowledge. Then, for any 

{pl, ph} with pl = ph ≤ 8 there exist expectations such that a consumer with those expectations 

is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer might be willing to trade even if ph > 3). 

Furthermore, for any {pl, ph} with pl < ph, ph – pl < γmax and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist 

expectations such that a consumer with those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a 

consumer might be willing to trade even if ph > 8). 

(ii) Consider B/L, suppose that γmax > 0 and that this is common knowledge. Then for any 

{pl, ph} with pl < ph, ph – pl < γmax and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist expectations such that a 

consumer with those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer might be 

willing to trade even if ph > 8). 

(iii) Consider B/V, suppose αmax > 0 and βmax > 0 and that this is common knowledge. 

Then for any {pl, ph} with |x| ≤ Min{αmax, βmax} and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist expectations 

such that a consumer with those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer 

might be willing to accept an undertreatment vector with  pl > 3, and an overtreatment vector 

with  ph > 8). 

(iv) Consider B/LV, suppose βmax > 0 and that this is common knowledge. Then for any 

{pl, ph} with x< βmax and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist expectations such that a consumer with 

those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer might be willing to accept an 

overtreatment vector with ph > 8). 

Prediction BNS3 (Interaction). Suppose some consumers have optimistic expectations. Then 

there exists an equilibrium in which the frequency of interaction is strictly positive even if 

neither observability nor liability (nor both) holds, that is, even in B/N, where prediction BS3 

predicts complete market break down. 
 

5.2.2 Non-Standard Predictions for Sets R, C and CR – On the Role of Reputation-

Building and Competition 
 

5.2.2.1 The Effects of Reputation 

Allowing for heterogeneous sellers with respect to their preferences and for consumers 

with incomplete information about a seller’s type and her behavior creates reputation 

equilibria in the spirit of Kreps and Wilson (1982) and Milgrom and Roberts (1982). In these 

equilibria it is attractive even for completely selfish sellers (with α = β = γ = 0) to incur short-
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run costs to build up a reputation as a reliable seller in early periods in order to be able to 

exploit the reputation in the final periods of the finitely repeated game. In the following, we 

consider only R/N, since adding reputation when liability or verifiability already applies 

cannot improve efficiency. 

 

Predictions RNS1 to RNS3. Suppose that αmax > 4 and that this is common knowledge. 

Contrary to the prediction with standard preferences, equilibria exist in R/N in which 

• the interaction frequency is 100% in early rounds and remains strictly positive 

throughout the game and 

• all sellers provide the appropriate treatment in early rounds and some sellers provide 

the appropriate treatment throughout the game. 

 

5.2.2.2 The Effects of Competition 

In the following prediction we refer to consumers with naïve expectations. Consumers 

are said to have naïve expectations if they assume that a seller’s provision policy in C/N is 

independent of the price-vector under which the consumer is treated. Note that naive 

expectations are fully justified in the benchmark of Subsection 5.1 (where αmax =  β max =  γmax  

= 0).  
 

Prediction CNS1 (Provision and Charging Policy). Suppose that αmax > 4 and that (some) 

consumers have naive expectations. Then undertreatment is higher in C/N than in B/N. 

 

Prediction CNS2 (Visiting Behavior). Contrary to the corresponding prediction with standard 

preferences, consumers' visiting behavior depends on pl also in conditions C/N and C/L. 

 

Summarizing the non-standard predictions, we observe that appropriate treatment might 

occur in equilibrium even without verifiability and liability and that aggregate behavior 

changes continuously in price differences instead of being of the bang-bang variety as in the 

standard prediction. Also, in contrast to the standard prediction, an opportunity for reputation 

building might increase efficiency even in the absence of competition. 
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6 Experimental Results 

In line with the presentation of the basic model and its extensions in Section 3, subsection 

6.1 deals with the impact of liability and verifiability in set B, and subsection 6.2 examines 

the effects of reputation and competition. Subsection 6.3 illustrates the main effects of 

liability, verifiability, reputation and competition on the basis of an econometric estimation. 

 

6.1 Behavior in Set B (Baseline) – Descriptive analysis 

Main Result 1 (On the Role of Liability and Verifiability): Liability has a highly 

significantly positive impact on the frequency of interaction and on the degree of efficiency, 

as standard theory predicts. However, verifiability has no significant impact on those 

variables, contrary to the standard prediction. In fact, aggregate behavior is very similar 

between B/N and B/V, and the overall performance in both conditions is better than the 

standard prediction for B/N, but worse than the standard prediction for B/V. Our model with 

non-standard preferences explains only the ‘better’ part of the latter result, but fails to 

account for the ‘worse’ part. 

 

Table 3 presents the main results for set B. The first row reveals that the average 

frequency of interaction between consumers and sellers is only around 50% in conditions 

without liability (B/N, B/V), but significantly higher and above 80% in conditions with 

liability (B/L, B/LV).17 Looking at efficiency in the second row yields a similar picture.18 

Efficiency is below 20% without liability, but above 80% with liability. The third row reveals 

that, apart from the low frequencies of interaction, the high undertreatment rates (53% in B/N 

and 60% in B/V) are responsible for the low efficiency in B/N and B/V. Overtreatment, by 

contrast, is no substantial problem in any of the conditions (see fourth row). Hence, liability is 

crucial for behavior, while verifiability has no positive effect in the aggregate, contrary to the 

standard theory’s prediction. 

 

Table 3 and Figure 2 about here 

 

                                                 
17 In Table 3 we check for significant differences between two conditions each by using two-sided non-

parametric Mann-Whitney U-tests (with a matching group of 8 subjects constituting one independent 

observation). 
18 Efficiency is defined as the ratio of the average actual profit per subject to the average maximally possible 

profit per subject, where the outside option is disregarded for both measures. 
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While Table 3 presents overall averages, Figure 2 illustrates the development of key 

variables across the 16 periods of the experiment. Panel [A] shows that the frequency of 

interaction is rather stable, and high, if liability holds (in B/L and B/LV), while it has a steady 

downward trend whenever liability is violated (in B/N and B/V). Panels [B] to [D] display the 

time path of undertreatment, overtreatment, and overcharging, showing in particular that 

overcharging is increasing over time, while there is no clear time trend for under- and 

overtreatment. Panels [E] and [F] show the development of (accepted) prices pl and ph, 

indicating that consumers are willing (and have) to pay the highest prices in conditions where 

liability applies. In the following, we present for each of our predictions an accompanying 

result that adds further details. 

 

Result B1 (Provision and Charging Policy). 

(i) In B/N the undertreatment rate is 53%, which is far below the standard prediction of 

100%. In fact, 13 out of 48 sellers always provide the appropriate treatment across all 16 

periods. Whereas the standard prediction BS1 obviously fails to explain this pattern, 

prediction BNS1 with non-standard preferences can account for it. The non-standard prediction 

also implies the pattern observed with overcharging, as overcharging is below 100% and 

increasing in the price difference ph
 – pl.19 

(ii) In B/L the average overcharging rate is 65%, contrary to 100% according to 

prediction BS1. In fact, twelve out of 48 sellers always charge for the actually provided 

treatment even when ph > pl. Also, overcharging rate is increasing in the price difference.20 

All those findings are consistent with prediction BNS1, but not accounted for in the standard 

prediction BS1. 

(iii) In B/V we observe equal mark-up vectors in only 4% of cases (29 out of 704), while 

in 94% of cases sellers post an undertreatment price-vector. For the former type of price-

vectors the standard model predicts appropriate treatment while we observe overtreatment in 

about 40% of the cases. For the latter type of price-vectors the standard model predicts 

                                                 
19 Overcharging occurs whenever the minor treatment is provided, but the major treatment is charged, and ph

 > 

pl. For example, holding the high price constant at ph
 = 8 (in B/N the high price is at 8 in roughly 50% of 

price-vectors), the relative frequency of overcharging is 75% when the low price is pl
 = 7, but increases 

monotonically to 100% with a decrease in the low price down to pl
 = 3. 

20 For example, holding the high price constant at ph
 = 8 (in B/L the high price is at 8 in more than 80% of price-

vectors), the relative frequency of overcharging is 65% when the low price is pl
 = 7, but increases 

monotonically to 100% with a decrease in the low price down to pl
 = 3. 
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undertreatment in all cases, while it is observed in only 60% of cases. While behavior under 

the former type of price vector is inconsistent with the non-standard model, behavior under 

the latter type can be explained by it. The non-standard prediction also captures the feature 

that the undertreatment rate is decreasing in the price difference ph – pl and that the 

overtreatment rate is increasing in it.21 

(iv) In B/LV equal mark-up vectors are extremely rare (12 out of 640 observations), the 

vast majority of price-vectors (about 95%) are of the undertreatment type. While the provision 

behavior under undertreatment vectors is roughly consistent with both, the standard and the 

non-standard prediction, the provision behavior under equal mark-up vectors (about 50% 

overtreatment) is not. 

 

Result B2 (Acceptance Behavior). 

(i) In B/N consumers accept price-vectors with average prices ph = 7.28 and pl = 4.67. 

The standard-model would imply rejecting such high prices, yet for optimistic expectations 

acceptance can be rationalized, as indicated in prediction BNS2. The average profits of 

consumers are only 1.00, however, which is less than their outside option and shows that 

consumers’ expectations are too optimistic, on average. 

(ii) In B/L the average accepted ph is 8.00, which is the point prediction in BS2, and 

which is also compatible with the non-standard prediction BNS2. 

(iii) In B/V the overall average accepted pl is 5.84, which seems fairly close to the 

standard model’s predicted low price of 6 in an equal mark-up price-vector {6, 10}. Yet, as 

noted above, equal mark-up price-vectors are extremely rare – the vast majority (94%) of 

price-vectors are undertreatment vectors. The standard prediction BS2 implies a lower price of 

pl = 3 under these circumstances, while the average pl in accepted undertreatment vectors is 

5.66. For very optimistic expectations such acceptance behavior is consistent with the non-

standard prediction BNS2. However, consumers are again found to be too optimistic, since 

their average profit is less than 1, and thus smaller than the outside option. 

(iv) In B/LV the average accepted (ph+ pl)/2 under equal mark-up and undertreatment 

vectors is 7.46, which is roughly consistent with both sets of predictions. 

                                                 
21 For instance, the undertreatment rate is 100% for price-vector {8, 8}, and it falls monotonically when the low 

price is decreased step by step, reaching 0% for price-vector {4, 8}. The overtreatment rate is 0% for vectors 

{7, 8} and {8, 8}, and it increases with a decrease in the low price, reaching 38% for vector {4, 8}. In a 

control treatment (not reported here) with exogenously given prices we found very similar results. 
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Result B3 (Pricing Policy and Interaction). 

(i) In B/N the most frequently posted price-vectors are {6, 8} in 23% and {4, 8} in 10% 

of cases. The former would split the gains from trade equally between sellers and consumers – 

if sellers always provided the appropriate treatment and always charged for the provided 

treatment. The latter is an equal mark-up price-vector. Compared to the standard prediction 

BS3 posted prices are way too high (only 3 out of 768 cases had a high price satisfying ph ≤ 

3). The non-standard prediction BNS3 can account for interaction also taking place with higher 

prices. 

(ii) In B/L sellers post price-vectors with ph = 8 in more than 80% of the observations, 

which is largely consistent with the standard prediction. The most frequent price-vectors are 

{6, 8} with 24%, and {7, 8} with 23% of cases. 

(iii) As noted above, in B/V sellers post equal mark-up vectors in only 4% of cases, but 

undertreatment vectors in 94% of observations, which is in sharp contrast to the standard 

prediction. The most popular price-vectors are {6, 8} and {7, 8}, accounting for about 40%, 

respectively 10%, of observations. Such vectors are acceptable if consumers expect sellers to 

have non-standard preferences (prediction BNS2). 

(iv) In B/LV sellers almost always (in 96% of the observations) post an undertreatment 

price-vector, which is largely consistent with standard and non-standard preferences of 

sellers. The most prominent price-vectors are {6, 8}, {7, 8} and {8, 8}, accounting for about 

80% of the observations. 

As regards the relative frequency of interaction across the conditions in set B we note that 

the relatively high level in B/N (45% when the standard model predicts complete market 

breakdown) can be explained by some sellers having non-standard preferences and consumers 

having optimistic expectations (prediction BNS3). However, the poor performance of B/V can 

not be accounted for by any of our models, since they would not have predicted the almost 

universal use of undertreatment price-vectors that yield strong incentives for undertreatment. 

Having liability of sellers increases the relative frequency of interaction significantly (to 

above 80%), though the level of interaction falls a bit short of the predicted 100%. 

 

6.2 Behavior in Sets R, C and CR – Descriptive Analysis 

Main Result 2 (On the Role of Reputation-Building and Competition): 

Set R. An opportunity for reputation building (without competition) increases the frequency of 

interaction and decreases the frequency of overcharging when neither liability nor 

verifiability applies – which is in line with the non-standard predictions RNS1 to RNS3 while 
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inconsistent with the standard predictions RS1 to RS3 – but reputation building has no 

significant effect on behavior in all other cases – which is consistent with both types of 

predictions. 

Set C. Competition (without an opportunity for reputation-building) has a tremendous impact 

on the frequency of interaction, independently of whether liability and/or verifiability applies 

or is violated. For condition C/N, this effect of competition is consistent with both the 

standard and non-standard predictions. In all other conditions both types of predictions did 

not suggest an effect on the frequency of interaction of adding competition to the baseline set 

B, however. 

Set CR. Adding an opportunity for reputation-building to competition has virtually no effect 

in comparison to behavior when only competition applies, except for condition N where 

adding R to C increases the frequency of interaction (without significantly affecting 

efficiency, however). 

 

Table 4 presents the main results for all 16 experimental conditions. Comparing across 

the four columns within each of the four panels [N], [L], [V], or [LV] allows checking how 

behavior is affected by competition and reputation building, holding liability and verifiability 

constant. We use two-sided Mann-Whitney U-tests to indicate significant differences between 

two conditions each within a given panel. The overall pattern emerging from Table 4 is the 

following. 

(i) The frequency of interaction increases with competition (with or without reputation). 

The impact of competition on efficiency is ambiguous, however. In particular, efficiency is 

not increased by introducing C when liability and verifiability are both violated, but the 

impact is positive in all other cases although the effect is only significant in V. Panel A of 

Figure 3 shows the development of the interaction frequency, confirming that it is always 

highest with competition. 

(ii) There are no clear-cut effects of competition on undertreatment, as can be seen from 

panel B of Figure 3. 

(iii) When verifiability applies both competition and reputation increase overtreatment 

while there is no such effect when verifiability is violated, as can be seen in Table 4 and in 

panel C of Figure 3. 

(iv) An opportunity for reputation building decreases overcharging in set N while there is 

no significant effect in all other conditions, as can be seen in Table 4 and in panel D of Figure 

3. 
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(v) Prices pl and ph are on average about 2 units lower with seller-competition than 

without (see panels E and F of Figure 3). The gains from trade shift (almost completely) from 

sellers to consumers when shifting from a condition without seller-competition to one where 

sellers compete. 

 

Table 4 and Figure 3 about here 

 

We add further details to the main result stated above by considering each of the 

predictions derived for behavior with reputation-building and/or competition. 

 

6.2.1 The Effects of Reputation in the Absence of Competition 

Results R1 to R3. As expected from the non-standard (but not from the standard) prediction, 

we find that an opportunity for reputation building induces significant behavioral changes 

when neither liability nor verifiability applies whereas reputation has only a minor impact in 

all other cases: Table 4 shows a significant increase in the frequency of interaction in R/N, 

compared to B/N. Likewise, overcharging decreases. Undertreatment was expected to 

decrease (see prediction RNS1), but this is not the case. An opportunity for reputation building 

seems to induce trust of consumers in sellers, hence the higher frequency of interaction, but 

trust does not pay in this condition, since the profits of consumers are not higher in R/N than 

in B/N while those of sellers are significantly increased. In sum, adding an opportunity for 

reputation building has only important effects when there are no institutional safeguards 

against sellers’ misbehavior (in R/N), but reputation benefits the sellers only. This finding is 

roughly in line with the non-standard predictions RNS1 to RNS3. Note, however, that the 

negative part of the predictions (no impact of reputation if either L or V or both apply) is 

based on the presumption that the presence of L and/or V per se is already enough to yield 

full efficiency (so that adding R was expected to be of no help). Since the actual frequency of 

interaction and degree of efficiency are rather low in set V, there would have been room for 

efficiency improvements, which has not been exploited, though. 

 

6.2.2 The Effects of Competition in the Absence of Reputation 

Result C1 (Provision and Charging Policy). In conditions L, V and LV competition alone 

does not have a significant influence on the provision and charging policy, as expected from 

the models with standard and non-standard preferences. In condition N, however, competition 
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increases undertreatment from 53% to 73%, which is qualitatively in line with prediction 

CNS1, even though it fails significance. 

 

Table 5 about here 

 

Result C2 (Visiting Behavior). Table 5 presents evidence on consumers’ visiting behavior. It 

shows the properties of accepted price-vectors. Standard theory predicts that consumers visit 

the seller with the lowest ph if verifiability is violated, but that consumers’ visiting behavior 

depends on both prices if V holds. Looking at the upper panel of Table 5 we see that, when V 

applies, the share of accepted price-vectors that include the lowest price ph goes down, 

whereas price-vectors with the minimum price pl (that do not also have the minimum price ph) 

become more often accepted.22 Thus, consumers’ visiting behavior is largely in line with the 

standard theory’s prediction CS2. The strongest deviation can be found in C/N where in 32% 

of the observations a consumer does not visit the seller with the lowest ph. Such behavior can 

be rationalized, though, when consumers expect sellers to have non-standard preferences (as 

assumed in prediction CNS2). 

 

Result C3 (Pricing Policy and Interaction). 

(i) Whereas standard theory would have predicted a price-vector with ph = 3 (with any pl 

up to ph) in C/N, price-vectors with ph ≤ 3 are chosen in less than 1% of cases. Thus, average 

prices are too high to be consistent with standard predictions. The most prominent price-

vectors are the equal mark-up vectors {3, 7} with 12% and {4, 8} with 8% of observations. 

The lower prices, compared to B/N, lead to a significantly higher interaction frequency (73% 

vs. 45%). 

(ii) According to the standard prediction price-vectors of the type {n.d., 5} should be 

posted in around 84% of observations in C/L, but they are proposed in only 13%. Vectors 

{n.d., 6} have been predicted in about 16% of cases, but observed in 33%. The most 

prominent vectors are again {3, 7} with 12% of observations, as well as {4, 8} and {5, 5} 

with 8% each. The frequency of interaction of 99% is at the edge of the predicted 100%. 

                                                 
22 Applying a χ²-test, we find that the distribution of accepted price-vectors between rows a) and b) in Table 5 is 

significantly different between C/N and C/V, and between C/L and C/LV (p < 0.05). Another way of stating 

this result is that the share of accepted price-vectors that include the minimum price ph is significantly higher 

in C/N than in C/V, and also higher in C/L than in C/LV (p < 0.05). 
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(iii) In C/V sellers post equal mark-up vectors in 23% of cases only, which is less than 

predicted by the standard model, but more than was observed in B/N. The predicted vector {3, 

7} is the most prominent vector with 11%, and the alternative prediction of {4, 8} is observed 

in 8% of observations. The majority of vectors (64%) are undertreatment vectors. The most 

prominent ones of the latter type are {5, 5} and {4, 6} with 10%, respectively 9%, of 

observations. The frequency of interaction is 88%, and thus is slightly below the predicted 

100%. 

(iv) The set of price-vectors expected from prediction CS3 account for 50% of 

observations in C/LV. The most prominent vectors are {4, 6}, {4, 7}, and {3, 7} which 

account for 10% each. Undertreatment vectors are observed in 67% of cases, equal mark-up 

vectors in 23%. The relative frequency of interaction is 99%, and thus practically identical to 

the predicted 100%. 

 

6.2.3 The Combined Effects of Reputation and Competition 

Results CR1 to CR3. Prediction CRS1 had indicated that adding reputation to competition 

does not change any of the predictions, except that it would admit equilibria in CR/N in 

which there is appropriate treatment in earlier periods and, consequently, higher prices. We do 

not find evidence for this type of equilibrium, though, since adding reputation-building keeps 

both the undertreatment rate and the posted, respectively accepted, prices basically at the 

same levels as in C/N. Despite this, the relative frequency of interaction increases 

significantly (compare the entries for C/N and CR/N in Table 4), again indicating that an 

opportunity of reputation building induces trust of consumers. When liability or verifiability 

(or both) applies, adding an opportunity for reputation building to competition does not 

change any of the important variables substantially. This is a remarkable analogy to the 

previous results that adding reputation to the baseline condition has no effects as soon as 

either verifiability or liability applies. 
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6.3 Estimating the Effects of Liability, Verifiability, Reputation-Building and 

Competition 

In Table 6 we report the coefficients from random effects probit regressions where we 

examine the impact of liability, verifiability, reputation-building and competition on the 

relative frequency of interaction, undertreatment, overtreatment, and overcharging.23 

 

Table 6 about here 

 

Column [1] of Table 6 considers the frequency of interaction on the seller side.24 Looking 

at the main treatment effects one can see that liability and competition have a significant 

effect, whereas verifiability and reputation per se are insignificant. All other things being 

equal, liability has a strong positive effect on the likelihood of interaction, because consumers 

can be sure to receive a sufficient treatment. Competition has a significant negative main 

effect on the probability of a particular seller having an interaction, since it leads to a 

concentration of several consumers visiting the same seller, leaving more sellers without any 

consumer. The row “average # of consumers” in Table 4 shows that sellers have on average 

between 1.54 and 2.29 consumers per period in conditions with seller competition. This 

concentration leaves other sellers without an interaction, hence the negative coefficient for 

competition. Contrary to the standard (and non-standard) prediction, verifiability has no 

significant main effect. Reputation also lacks a significant main effect, consistent with the 

standard prediction. Both prices, pl and ph, have a significant negative effect on the likelihood 

of interaction. Recall that the standard prediction for conditions N and L (prediction BS2) had 

                                                 
23 The models presented in Table 6 were selected on the basis of the Bayesian Information Criterion for 

goodness of fit. Note that none of the third-order or fourth-order interaction effects of the main treatment 

variables liability, verifiability, reputation and competition (as well as the interaction of these higher-order 

effects with period and prices) had been found significant when including them as independent variables. The 

model fit was also improved by dropping any interaction terms where either the period or any of the two 

prices (pl or ph) had been interacted with a second-order interaction of the main treatment variables (for 

example, “Period × Liability × Verifiability), since these terms were never significant. In columns [2] to [4] 

of Table 6 we also drop the second-order interaction effects of the main treatment variables since BIC gets 

better (i.e., lower) by doing so. 
24 We use the frequency of interaction on the seller (and not on the consumer) side as dependent variable here 

because among the independent variables there are the prices ph and pl and because in the competition 

conditions (where consumers can choose from four price-vectors) it would not be clear on which prices the 

frequency of interaction on the consumer side should be conditioned upon. 
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implied that the low price pl has no impact on a consumer’s acceptance decision. This is 

obviously not what we observe. Rather, the low price lures consumers into the market. 

Prediction BNS2 accounts for this finding. Another noteworthy effect is the interaction of the 

high price with verifiability. If verifiability holds, the negative main effect of the high price ph 

on the likelihood of interaction is reduced – consistent with our non-standard prediction – 

because an increase in the high price renders undertreatment less attractive for sellers. 

Similarly, reputation has a positive interaction effect with the high price ph, indicating that 

reputation building allows for a (relatively small) increase in the high price without 

endangering the consumer’s willingness to interact with the seller in set N. Finally note that 

the frequency of interaction is declining significantly across periods, and that this downward 

trend is only partially offset when liability or verifiability applies. 

 

Figure 4 about here 

 

In panel [1] of Figure 4 we show the estimated likelihood of interaction on the seller side 

for specific sets of independent variables, based on the estimation reported in column [1] of 

Table 6. We consider only the final period of the experiment (i.e., period 16), because we 

want to see how behavior looks like when subjects have experience with the intricacies of 

credence goods markets. Furthermore, we fix the low price at pl = 4 on the left-hand side, 

respectively pl = 5 on the right-hand side within each of the four sets N, L, V, and LV. For a 

given pl we consider a high price ph ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}. The pattern emerging from the estimated 

likelihood of interaction illustrates the main results from Table 6 very clearly. An increase in 

pl or ph decreases ceteris paribus the likelihood of interaction. Also, consistent with the non-

standard prediction, the negative impact of ph on the likelihood of interaction is significantly 

lower in set V than in set N (since increasing ph in conditions where verifiability holds 

decreases the undertreatment rate). Liability has a strong and positive effect, whereas 

competition has a negative one. Verifiability has a small effect. Reputation increases the 

likelihood of interaction if L is violated whereas it has no effect at all if L holds. This 

confirms our earlier finding that an opportunity for reputation building has only an impact if 

there is no institutional safeguard against sellers’ misbehavior. Remember that introducing an 

opportunity of reputation building increases the frequency of interaction in set N, but not in 

set V. The reason seems to be that the presence of R induces sellers to substantially increase 

ph in set V, but that consumers are not willing to accept that increase (see “ph without 

interaction” in panel [V] of Table 4). 
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Column [2] of Table 6 considers the likelihood of undertreatment. The most interesting 

finding from the viewpoint of our predictions is the significant negative effect of the high 

price ph, whereas the low price pl is not significant. Note also that the interaction terms 

between both prices and V show the predicted sign and are highly significant. This implies 

that the likelihood of undertreatment is decreasing in the price difference ph – pl, as expected 

from the non-standard predictions BNS1, RNS1, and CNS1. Undertreatment also becomes more 

likely with more experience across periods. Despite its significantly positive main effect, 

reputation does not increase the likelihood of undertreatment in total, because it has a 

negative interaction effect with prices. This can be much easier discerned from panel [2] of 

Figure 4, where it becomes clear that experimental conditions with reputation have ceteris 

paribus the lowest likelihood of undertreatment. This is consistent with the non-standard 

prediction RNS1. Comparing sets N and V reveals that an increase in the high price ph has a 

much stronger negative impact on the likelihood of undertreatment in set V than in set N, as 

the non-standard model predicts. 

As predicted, column [3] of Table 6 reveals that the likelihood of overtreatment depends 

on the low and the high price only in case verifiability applies. The negative interaction effect 

“Price pl × Verifiability” and the positive interaction effect “Price ph × Verifiability” simply 

mean that overtreatment increases on average in the price difference ph – pl, as implied by the 

non-standard prediction BNS1. Panel [3] of Figure 4 shows that overtreatment is practically 

non-existent as long as verifiability is violated (in sets N and L), while it increases with the 

high price and decreases with the low price in sets V and LV. 

Overcharging (see column [4] of Table 6) depends only on a seller’s prices. The 

likelihood of overcharging decreases with the low price pl and increases with the high price 

ph, as implied by the non-standard predictions. This pattern can also clearly be seen from 

panel [4] of Figure 4. From there we can also see that reputation decreases overcharging as 

indicated earlier. 
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7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have analyzed behavior on credence goods markets. These markets are 

prone both in reality and in our experiment to problems of undertreatment, overtreatment, and 

overcharging. We start the conclusion by noting that even under the most disadvantageous 

market conditions for consumers the sellers of credence goods have provided an appropriate 

treatment in about half of the cases in our experiment. Hence, even in the absence of liability 

laws, a large fraction of sellers is honest. This finding is much in the spirit of Hippocrates’ 

oath that we quoted in the beginning of this paper and which motivated our approach for 

formulating predictions where sellers have non-standard preferences. This finding also means 

that social or moral norms (like not to exploit others or cheat on them) contribute to a 

considerable extent to the functioning of credence goods markets. 

In this paper we have been mainly interested in studying which other means – besides an 

intrinsic motivation or moral commitment of sellers – may yield efficient interaction on 

credence goods markets. More precisely, we have examined in a 2×2×2×2 experimental 

design the role of liability, verifiability, reputation, or competition. Contrary to our 

predictions, verifiability has been found to have almost no effect (compared to a situation 

where only moral norms may apply). It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that forcing sellers 

of credence goods to charge only for the treatment they have provided does not approach the 

roots of the problems. Hence, it cannot be an effective remedy of the problems on credence 

goods markets to ask a car mechanic, for example, to put the replaced parts in the boot of the 

car in order to verify the presumed action. 

Liability to provide a sufficient treatment has been found to have a very strong effect not 

only on the likelihood of trade on our experimental credence goods markets, but also on its 

efficiency. It seems straightforward that liability makes it very attractive for consumers to 

trade with sellers, as undertreatment is precluded. However, liability does not solve the 

problems of overtreatment (which may also create inefficiencies) or overcharging (which is 

another form of cheating on the consumer). It seems that consumers care most of all for the 

safety not to be treated insufficiently. Overtreatment or overcharging are of much less concern 

for consumers, and the likelihood of overtreatment or overcharging has not been affected by 

liability in our experiment. 

Reputation-building has been found to be effective in increasing trade on credence goods 

markets, but only when none of the other effective means (liability and competition, as it 

turns out) is present. In this case (R/N), reputation-building benefits only the sellers, however, 

as they get more interaction (since consumers are more likely to trust them), but do not 
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change their behaviour (i.e., the undertreatment rate is not decreasing with reputation in the 

aggregate). 

Competition among sellers has been found to be very influential in, first of all, bringing 

down the prices for credence goods (compared with a situation of a bilateral matching of 

sellers and consumers), and then increasing the frequency of trade on the market. This is not 

to say that competition solves all the problems on credence goods markets, because we have 

also found that the likelihood of undertreatment, overtreatment, or overcharging, is not 

reduced (but interestingly not increased either) through seller competition. This means that 

the effects of competition on trade are first and foremost driven by price cuts through 

competition, while the overall level of efficiency is not increased through competition (except 

when verifiability applies). 

As noted in the introduction, our paper is most closely related to two recent papers by 

Huck et al. (2006, 2007) where they study how reputation and competition affect the 

efficiency on markets for experience goods. Our model of a credence goods market can be 

seen as a generalization of their experience goods market model. In particular, if we set the 

probability of needing the major treatment in our credence goods market equal to one (h = 1 

in our notation), then our N-conditions (B/N, R/N, and C/N) corresponded exactly to their 

design of a market for experience goods. Huck et al. (2007) compare the equivalents of our 

B/N- and R/N-condition, and Huck et al. (2006) relate analogously B/N to C/N. Huck et al. 

(2006, 2007) report pretty large effects of reputation and competition. Whereas competition 

has also very strong effects in our design, we find much weaker effects of reputation. One 

possible explanation is that cheating is always detected in the set-up of Huck et al. (2007) – 

which makes a good reputation all the more valuable – whereas in our design cheating may 

remain undetected. The latter possibility weakens the importance, and ultimately the effects, 

of reputation. It should also be noted that our design allows for a comparative assessment of 

reputation and competition, and it also shows the comparative effects of liability and 

verifiability, both of which have been determined theoretically to be equally powerful to 

create efficiency in credence goods markets (Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006). 

We conclude by noting that our analysis of the experimental behavior has been guided 

not only by standard predictions (along the lines developed in Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 

2006), but also by predictions that are based on non-standard preferences of sellers. In 

particular, we have studied a model where agents are motivated not only by own profits but  

also by other motives such as those mentioned in the oath of Hippocrates. Except for Liu 

(2008) we are not aware of any model of credence goods markets that allows for non-standard 
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preferences. Our simple model with non-standard preferences has been found to explain the 

behavior in credence goods markets in most cases better than a model with standard 

preferences. Scope for further research is suggested by several unexplained observations, such 

as for instance the prominence of the price-vector {6, 8} at the price posting stage of the game 

and the frequent cases of overtreatment under equal mark-up price-vectors. Both of these 

findings suggest that relative payoffs matter for provision behavior (the price-vector {6, 8} 

splits the gains form trade equally between sellers and consumers – if sellers always provided 

the appropriate treatment and always charged for the provided treatment; and most of the 

chosen equal mark-up vectors are such that appropriate treatment yields a higher monetary 

payoff for the consumer than for the expert when the consumer has the minor problem). One 

natural extension would therefore be to include relative payoff concerns of agents in our 

model. The outcome-based models of Fehr and Schmidt (1999) or Bolton and Ockenfels 

(2000) may serve as a good starting point in that respect. Another extension would be to 

consider concerns for reciprocity in sequential and repeated interactions (in the spirit of 

Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004, for example). While our simple model has abstracted 

from seller’s expectations about the consumer’s expectations, applying the theory of guilt 

aversion (Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006; Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007) to our model 

would add the important role of first-order and second-order expectations and their role for 

behavior on credence goods markets. Though all of these extensions promise to increase our 

knowledge of which conditions lead to more efficient trade on credence goods markets, they 

are beyond the scope of this paper and are left for future research. 
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Tables and Figures 
 

 

 

Table 1. The 16 Conditions of Interaction between Consumers and Sellers 

market condition 
 
 
institutional condition 

B 
 

No Competition / 
No Reputation 

R 
 

No Competition / 
Reputation 

C 
 

Competition / 
No Reputation 

CR 
 

Competition / 
Reputation 

N 
No Liability / 

No Verifiability 
B/N R/N C/N CR/N 

 
L 

Liability / 
No Verifiability 

B/L R/L C/L CR/L 

 
V 

No Liability / 
Verifiability 

B/V R/V C/V CR/V 

 
LV 

Liability / 
Verifiability 

B/LV R/LV C/LV CR/LV 
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Table 2. Standard Predictions on Interaction and Pricing-, Provision- and Charging-Policy 

market 
condition 

 
institutional  
condition 

 B 
 

No Competition /  
No Reputation 

R 
 

No Competition / 
Reputation 

C 
 

Competition / 
No Reputation 

CR 
 

Competition / 
Reputation 

N 

 
No Liability / 

No Verifiability 
 

 
[1] 

 
 

[2] 
[3] 

B/N 
no interaction 

 
 

no prediction 
no prediction 

 

R/N 
no interaction 

 
 

no prediction 
no prediction 

 

C/N 
mixed eq.: high prob. 

on {n.d, 3} 
 

undertreatment 
overcharging 

 

CR/N 
mixed as in C/N; 

or {n.d.,5} in 
earlier rounds. 

undertr. or effic. p. 
overcharging or 
honest charging 

L 

 
Liability / 

No Verifiability 

 
[1] 

 
 

[2] 
[3] 

B/L 
{n.d., 8} 

 
 

efficient provision 
overcharging 

 

R/L 
{n.d., 8} 

 
 

efficient provision 
overcharging  

C/L 
mixed eq.: high prob. 
on {n.d, 5}, low prob. 

on {n.d., 6}  
efficient provision 

overcharging  

CR/L 
mixed as in C/L; or 

{n.d., 5} 
 

efficient provision 
overcharging or 
honest charging 

V 
No Liability / 
Verifiability 

 
[1] 

 
[2] 
[3] 

B/V 
{6, 10} 

 
efficient provision 
honest charging 

 

R/V 
{6, 10} 

 
efficient provision 
honest charging 

 

C/V 
mixed eq.: high prob. 

on {3, 7}, low on{4, 8} 
efficient provision 
honest charging 
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Legend 
[1]          prediction on interaction and (if applicable) on posted prices 
{x, y}   seller posts price x for tl and price y for th. 
n.d.   not determined in theoretical solution 
mixed eq. equilibrium in mixed strategies 
prob. probability 
[2]          prediction on provision policy 
undertr. undertreatment 
effic. p. efficient provision, i.e. providing the treatment that is needed 
[3]          prediction on charging policy 
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Table 3. Overview of Results in BASELINE (set B) 

 
 
Averages per Period 

B/N 
No Liability /  

No Verifiability 

B/L 
Liability /  

No Verifiability 

B/V 
No Liability / 
Verifiability 

B/LV 
Liability /  

Verifiability 
Interaction1 0.45a,c 0.82a,d 0.50d,f 0.82c,f 

Efficiency2 0.18a,c 0.84a,d 0.16d,f 0.81c,f 

Undertreatment1, 3 0.53 - 0.60 - 
Overtreatment1, 4 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.03 
Overcharging1, 5 0.86a 0.65a - - 
pl with Interaction 4.67a,b,c 5.94a,e 5.84b,f 6.88c,e,f 

pl without Interaction 5.17a,b,c 6.12a,e 6.21b,f 7.46c,e,f 

ph with Interaction 7.28a,b,c 8.00a,d 7.70b,d,f 7.96c,f 

ph without Interaction 7.91a,c 8.77a,d 7.82d,f 8.83c,f 

Actually charged price 7.08a,b,c 7.77a,d,e 6.44b,d,f 7.46c,e,f 
Profits Sellers6 2.69a,c 3.44a,d,e 2.58d,f 3.10c,e,f 

Profits Consumers6 1.00a,c 2.12a,d,e 1.06d,f 2.37c,e,f 

Number of Subjects 96 96 88 80 
1 relative frequency 
2 calculated as (actual average profit – outside option) / (maximum possible average profit – outside option) 
3 consumer needs th, but seller provides tl. 
4 consumer needs tl, but seller provides th. 
5 seller provides tl, but charges th (with ph > pl and consumer needing tl) 
6 in experimental currency units 
Mann-Whitney U-tests for pairwise differences between treatments (with matching groups of 8 subjects as one independent 
observation) 
a B/N vs. B/L (p < 0.05) 
b B/N vs. B/V (p < 0.05) 
c B/N vs. B/LV (p < 0.05) 
d B/L vs. B/V (p < 0.05) 
e B/L vs. B/LV (p < 0.05) 
f B/V vs. B/LV (p < 0.05) 
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Table 4. Overview of Results Across All Conditions 

 [N] 
No Liability / No Verifiability 

 [L] 
Liability / No Verifiability 

Averages per Period B/N R/N C/N CR/N  B/L R/L C/L CR/L 
Interaction on Cons. Side1 0.45a,b,c 0.63a,d,e 0.73b,d,f 0.85c,e,f  0.82b,c 0.76d,e 0.99b,d 0.98c,e 

Avg. # of Consumers2 1 1 1.54 1.54  1 1 2.29 2.28 
Interaction  on Seller S.3 0.45a,c 0.63a,d 0.47d,f 0.55c,f  0.82b,c 0.76d,e 0.43b,d 0.43c,e 

Efficiency4 0.18 0.27 0.13 0.14  0.84 0.72d,e 0.92d 0.96e 

Undertreatment5 0.53 0.56 0.73 0.64  - - - - 
Overtreatment6 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.10  0.03c 0.08 0.06 0.13c 

Overcharging7 0.86a,b,c 0.53a 0.65b 0.50c  0.65 0.68 0.56 0.63 
pl with Interaction 4.67b,c 5.09d,e 3.19b,d 3.31c,e  5.94b,c 5.47d,e 3.36b,d 3.06c,e 

pl without Interaction 5.17b 5.72d 4.16b,d 4.65  6.12b 6.07d 4.13b,d 4.23 
ph with Interaction 7.28b,c 7.60d,e 5.73b,d 6.33c,e  8.00b,d 8.02d,e 5.72b,d 5.76c,e 

ph without Interaction 7.91 8.09 7.55 7.60  8.77b 9.11d 7.64b,d 7.55 
Actually paid price 7.08b,c 7.14d,e 5.35b,d 5.80c,e  7.77b,c 7.56d,e 5.42b,d 5.24c,e 

Profits Sellers8 2.69a 3.21a,d 2.36d 2.65  3.44b,c 2.98d,e 1.23b,d 1.19c,e 

Profits Consumers8 1.00 0.75 1.21 0.94  2.12b,d 2.24d,e 4.56b,d 4.71c,e 

Number of Subjects 96 48 48 48  96 48 48 48 
 [V] 

Verifiability / No Liability 
 [LV] 

Liability / Verifiability 
Averages per period B/V R/V C/V CR/V  B/LV R/LV C/LV CR/LV 
Interaction on Cons. Side1 0.50b,c 0.60d,e 0.88b,d 0.93c,e  0.82b,c 0.76d,e 0.98b,d 0.99c,e 

Avg. # of Consumers2 1 1 1.63 1.60  1 1 2.27 1.92 
Interaction  on Seller S.3 0.50 0.60 0.54 0.58  0.82b,c 0.76d,e 0.43b,d 0.52c,e 

Efficiency4 0.16b,c 0.30 0.34b 0.46c  0.81 0.71d,e 0.88d 0.93e 

Undertreatment5 0.60c 0.38 0.53 0.36c  - - - - 
Overtreatment6 0.05a,b,c 0.12a 0.13b 0.19c  0.03b,c 0.07 0.12b 0.09c 

Overcharging7 - - - -  - - - - 
pl with Interaction 5.84b,c 5.74d,e 4.06b,d 3.99c,e  6.88b,c 6.48d,e 4.19b,d 4.20c,e 

pl without Interaction 6.21b 6.31d 4.84b,d 4.84  7.46b,c 6.75d,e 4.59b,d 4.43c,e 

ph with Interaction 7.70b,c 7.69d 6.41b,d 6.97c  7.96b,c 8.04d,e 6.19b,d 6.38c,e 

ph without Interaction 7.82a 8.38a 7.72 7.79  8.83b,c 9.10d,e 7.94b,d 7.65c,e 

Actually paid price 6.44b,c 6.60d,e 5.19b,d 5.58c,e  7.46b,c 7.39d,e 5.44b,d 5.49c,e 

Profits Sellers8 2.58b,c 2.51e 1.96b 1.90c,e  3.10b,c 2.83d,e 1.15b,d 1.31c,e 

Profits Consumers8 1.06b,c 1.53e 2.18b 2.59c,e  2.37b,c 2.37d,e 4.51b,d 4.49c,e 

Number of Subjects 88 48 48 48  80 48 48 48 
1 relative frequency of consumers interacting with a seller 
2 average number of consumers treated by a seller who has at least one consumer  
3 relative frequency of sellers interacting with at least one consumer 
4 calculated as (actual average profit – outside option) / (maximum possible average profit – outside option) 
5 relative frequency of consumer needs th, but seller provides tl. 
6 relative frequency of consumer needs tl, but seller provides th. 
7 relative frequency of seller provides tl, but charges th (with ph > pl and consumer needs tl) 
8 in experimental currency units 
a B vs. R (p < 0.05) 
b B vs. C (p < 0.05) 
c B vs. CR (p < 0.05) 
d R vs. C (p < 0.05) 
e R vs. CR (p < 0.05) 
f C vs. CR (p < 0.05) 
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Table 5. Visiting Behavior when Competition Applies (sets C and CR) 
 
C (Competition / No Reputation) 
 
Relative frequency with which an accepted price-vector included

C/N C/L C/V C/LV 

a) the minimum price ph (irrespective of order of pl) 0.68 0.90 0.52 0.77
b) the minimum price pl (but not the minimum price ph) 0.13 0.02 0.23 0.15
c) neither of the above 0.19 0.08 0.25 0.08
# observations 281 381 337 377
 
CR (Competition / Reputation) 
 
Relative frequency with which an accepted price-vector included

CR/N CR/L CR/V CR/LV

a) the minimum price ph (irrespective of order of pl) 0.64 0.87 0.44 0.76
b) the minimum price pl (but not the minimum price ph) 0.17 0.08 0.33 0.13
c) neither of the above 0.19 0.05 0.23 0.11
# observations 326 378 359 382
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Table 6. Panel Probit Regressions Using Data from All Conditions 

 
 
independent variables 

[1]
Interaction
on seller side

[2]
Undertreatment

[3] 
Overtreatment 

 [4]
Overcharging

Liability (L = 1) 5.45 ** n.a.  0.16  -0.31  
Verifiability (V = 1) -0.55  -0.26  -0.15  n.a.  
Reputation (R = 1) 0.02  2.20 ** 0.45  -0.54  
Competition (C = 1) -0.85 * -1.04  0.73  -0.35  
Price pl -0.13 ** 0.04  -0.12  -0.74 ** 
Price ph -0.46 ** -0.22 ** 0.12  0.55 ** 

Price pl × Liability 0.03  n.a.  -0.04  0.02  

Price ph × Liability -0.56 ** n.a.  0.03  0.03  

Price pl × Verifiability -0.05  0.34 ** -0.52 ** n.a.  

Price ph × Verifiability 0.11 ** -0.18 ** 0.33 ** n.a.  

Price pl × Reputation -0.06 * -0.18 * -0.16  -0.06  

Price ph × Reputation 0.08 * -0.18 * 0.08  0.04  

Price pl × Competition 0.00  0.14  0.07  0.06  

Price ph × Competition 0.04  0.01  -0.18 * -0.12  

Period -0.08 ** 0.07 ** -0.07 ** 0.02  

Period × Liability 0.04 ** n.a.  -0.03  0.01  

Period × Verifiability 0.03 ** -0.05 ** 0.05 ** n.a.  

Period × Reputation 0.02  -0.03  0.01  0.01  

Period × Competition -0.01  0.01  -0.02  0.00  

Intercept 4.75 ** 1.14 * -1.52 ** 0.49  

Liability × Verifiability -0.00      

Liability × Reputation -0.41 **     

Liability × Competition -2.16 **     

Verifiability × Reputation -0.11      

Verifiability × Competition 0.26 *     

Reputation × Competition -0.04      

# Observations 7,488  1,225  2,902  1,366  
Bayesian Information 
Criterion (BIC) 8,044.73

 
1,581.60

  
1,450.96 

 
1,495.03

 

** (*) significant at the 1% (5%) level. 

n.a.     not applicable, i.e. a given action (dependent variable) is not possible in a particular condition (independent variable) 

The two-way interaction terms of main treatment variables (L, V, R, C) have not been included in the regressions for 

undertreatment, overtreatment and overcharging due to model selection based on BIC. 
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Figure 1. The Four Institutional Conditions 
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Figure 2. Interaction, Provision-, Charging- and Pricing-Policy in Set B 
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Figure 3. Development of Behavior Across All Conditions 
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Figure 3 - continued 
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Figure 3 - continued 
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Figure 4. Predicted Likelihood of Behavior in Period 16 
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25 Likelihood of seller having one (or more) consumers for interaction 
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Figure 4 – continued 

 

[3] Likelihood of overtreatment  
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Appendix A. Derivation of Predictions 

Throughout we assume that a consumer who is indifferent between visiting an expert and not 

visiting an expert decides for a visit, and that a customer who is indifferent between two or 

more experts randomizes (with equal probability) among them. The equilibrium concept we 

apply is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE). Our main focus is on symmetric equilibria. In 

many cases there are also asymmetric equilibria. However, given that there is no obvious way 

for sellers to coordinate on a specific asymmetric equilibrium we regard such equilibria as 

less plausible and mention them only in footnotes. As in the main text, sellers are female, 

consumers are male. 
 

Standard Predictions 

Predictions BS1 to BS3 as well as predictions CS1 and CS2 follow from Dulleck and 

Kerschbamer (2006), and predictions RS1 to RS3 follow from the arguments in the text. Here 

we prove the rest of the predictions. 
 

Prediction CS3 (Pricing Policy and Interaction). The following are symmetric mixed 

strategy equilibria of the price posting stage of the game: 

(i) In C/N each seller posts {n.d, 3} with probability x = 0.84398 and a price-vector 

which is unattractive for consumers (due to ph>3) with probability 1-x.1 If at least one seller 

posts {n.d, 3} then all consumers are (under-)treated, otherwise (with probability (1-x)4 = 

0.06%) there is no interaction. Each seller’s profit in equilibrium is 1.6. 

(ii) In C/L each seller posts {n.d., 5} with probability x = 0.83927 and {n.d., 6} with 

probability 1-x. Interaction always takes place and consumers get appropriate treatment. Each 

seller’s profit in equilibrium is 1.6038. 

                                                 
1 We round the probabilities to five decimals in this subsection. 
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(iii) In C/V each seller posts {3, 7} with probability x = 0.83927 and {4, 8} with 

probability 1-x. Interaction always takes place and consumers get appropriate treatment. Each 

seller’s profit in equilibrium is 1.6038. 

(iv) In C/LV each seller posts either {4, 5} or {3, 6} with probability x = 0.13227, either 

{5, 5}, or {4, 6}, or {3, 7} with probability y = 0.28003, and either {5, 6} or {4, 7} with 

probability 1 - x - y. Interaction always takes place and consumers get appropriate treatment. 

Each seller’s profit in equilibrium is 1.6825. 
 

Proof: Suppose a (=1, 2, 3, 4) sellers post price-vectors among which consumers are 

indifferent while the other 4 – a sellers post price-vectors that are less attractive for 

consumers. Then the probability that one of the a sellers gets exactly b (=0, 1, 2, 3, 4) 

customers is given by  
44 1 1( )

b baP b a
b a a

−⎛ ⎞ −⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 

Consider condition C/N and therein seller i. Suppose the other three sellers behave as 

specified in the prediction. Then, from i's perspective, the probability that exactly c (=0, 1, 2, 

3) of the other three sellers post {n.d, 3} is given by 

W(c ) = ( ) ( )cc xx
c

−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ − 1
3 3 . 

In equilibrium, seller i is indifferent between offering a price-vector that is unattractive for 

consumers (which gives him a payoff of 1.6 for sure) and posting {n.d, 3} which generates an 

expected payoff of  

                                
3 4

0 1

( ) ( 1)* (0 1)*1.6
c b

W c P b c b P c
= =

⎡ ⎤+ + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑                          (A1) 

Thus, setting (A1) equal to 1.6 and solving for x gives the x-part of the result, the rest is 

obvious. The argument for conditions C/L and C/V is similar, the only difference being that 

in those conditions the less attractive price-vector (with a mark-up of 2) also potentially 

attracts customers 2  thereby increasing the  expected payoff of a seller who posts the 

unattractive price-vector from 1.6 (the value of the outside option) to 

               (1 - W(0))*1.6 + W(0)* (Σ4
b=1 P(b│4)*2b)+ P(0│4)*1.6 > 1.6.           (A2) 

                                                 
2 The high price offer {n.d., 6} ({4, 8}, respectively) attracts customers if no seller posts {n.d., 5} ({3, 7}, 

respectively). 
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Thus, in conditions C/L and C/V setting (A1) equal to (A2) and solving for x gives the x-part 

of the result and inserting x into (A1) (or into (A2)) gives equilibrium profits. Condition 

C/LV is slightly more complicated. In that condition three different classes of price-vectors 

are potential candidates for equilibrium price-vectors, vectors in class 1 (consisting of {4, 5} 

and {3, 6}) yield an expected profit of 0.5 per customer, vectors in class 2 (comprising {5, 5}, 

{4, 6} and {3, 7}) yield 1 per customer and vectors in class 3 (i.e., {5, 6} and {4, 7}) yield 1.5 

per customer.3 Using similar techniques as before it is (burdensome but) straightforward to 

show that there is no symmetric equilibrium in which sellers place strictly positive probability 

only on vectors in a single class or on vectors in two different classes and that there is a 

unique symmetric mixed strategy equilibrium in which sellers randomize among vectors in all 

three classes. All vectors in the support of the mixed strategy must attract the same expected 

profit; this determines x, y and equilibrium profits.  ■ 
 

Predictions CRS1 to CRS3. Predictions CS1 to CS3 remain equilibrium predictions also in set 

CR. In CR/N, there are additional equilibria where (some) sellers post {n.d, 5} in the first 9 

periods and in which consumers accept, because they anticipate (correctly) that they will get 

the appropriate treatment with sufficiently high probability. 
 

Proof: Consider the following strategies and beliefs:  

Consumers’ Beliefs: Each consumer believes that each seller always charges ph independently 

of the price-vector under which he is treated. He believes to be served efficiently iff (a) he is 

treated under a {n.d, 5} price-vector and the seller has at least two customers; (b) the seller 

has either never undertreated him before or has only undertreated him in a situation where all 

sellers had exactly one customer; and (c) the game is in any of the rounds 1-9.4 If at least one 

of (a)-(c) is not fulfilled, the consumer believes to always get the minor treatment.  

Consumers’ Strategy:  In round 1 consumers randomize with equal probability among sellers 

who have posted {n.d, 5}. If no seller has posted {n.d, 5}, they randomize with equal 

probability among sellers who have posted {n.d, 3}. If there is neither a seller who has posted 

{n.d, 5} nor a seller who has posted {n.d, 3} then they refrain from interacting. In rounds 2 to 

9, among the sellers who are expected to serve efficiently, the consumer chooses the one with 

                                                 
3 Notice that vectors in a given class are exchangeable from both the consumers’ and the sellers’ perspective 

because the ex ante expected price and the ex ante expected profit is the same for all vectors in a class. 
4 When a consumer decides which seller (if any) to visit, he does not know whether a seller will serve two or 

more customers, of course. 
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strictly the most customers in the previous round; if no seller had strictly the most customers 

in the previous round (i.e. in the case where each seller had exactly one customer or where 

two sellers had two customers each) consumers randomize with equal probability among 

sellers who are expected to serve efficiently. If no seller is expected to serve efficiently, the 

consumer randomizes with equal probability among sellers who have posted {n.d, 3}. If there 

is neither a seller who is expected to serve efficiently nor a seller who has posted {n.d, 3} then 

the consumer refrains from interacting. In rounds 10-16 consumers buy from sellers offering 

{n.d, 3}. If there is more than one such seller they choose the one that served most customers 

in round 9 unless they were undertreated in any of rounds 1-9 by this seller in a situation 

where the seller had more than one customer. In the latter case they randomize among the 

remaining sellers offering {n.d, 3}. If there is no seller who offers {n.d, 3} they refrain from 

interacting. 

Sellers’ Strategy: In rounds 1-9: All sellers post {n.d., 5}; they serve customers efficiently if 

they have two or more customers and provide low quality otherwise. In rounds 10-16: If one 

seller had strictly the most customers in round 9, all sellers post {n.d., 3} and always deliver 

low quality; otherwise, i.e. if each seller had exactly one customer or two sellers had two 

customers each, then all sellers play the mixed equilibrium as outlined in Prediction CS3 (i).  
 

We now verify that these strategies and beliefs form a PBE. First notice that consumers’ 

beliefs reflect sellers’ strategy. Next consider consumers’ strategy. In rounds 1-9 consumers’ 

strategy is rational, because the minimum expected payoff from interacting in these rounds at 

prices {n.d., 5} is larger than the outside option: The only case where a consumer may be 

undertreated is if he ends up as a single customer with a seller. This is only possible if the 

game is in round 1 or no seller had strictly the most customers in the previous round. In this 

case each consumer has an incentive to participate because the payoff from using a random 

seller in the current round is [0.5 + 0.5*(1 - 0.753)]*5 - 0.5*0.753*5 = 2.8906 > 1.6 – where 

the term in square brackets is the probability that a consumer is efficiently treated - i.e. he 

needs tl, or he needs th and at least one other consumer visits the same seller.5 In rounds 10-16 

a consumer’s behavior is rational either because he is undertreated under {n.d, 3} (yielding an 

expected payoff of 2) or because he is not served at all (yielding the outside option). Finally 

consider sellers’ strategies: We start with the behavior in rounds 10-16. Two events are to be 

                                                 
5 If in a previous round one seller had strictly the most customers, all customers are treated efficiently for sure, 

ie. the payoff is 5. 
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considered: a) One Seller had strictly the most customers in round 9. In that case that seller 

has all the customers from round 10 onwards provided she did not deliver tl to a customer 

who needed th in round 9. Given that future customer behavior is not affected, always 

delivering low quality is a dominant strategy for this seller. The other three sellers have no 

possibility of getting more than the outside option, thus their behavior is optimal too. b) No 

seller had a strict majority of customers in round 9. In this case the reasoning of the proof of 

prediction CS3 (i) applies. Next consider round 9. Three cases are to be considered. a) One 

seller has 3 or 4 customers in this round, i.e. a certain strict majority of consumers. In that 

case serving all customers efficiently guarantees a maximum additional future payoff of 16.8 

(= 7*2.4) in rounds 10-16 which is strictly more than the maximum additional current payoff 

from deviating (which is equal to 16 – in the case that the seller serves four consumers who 

all need th).6 b) A seller has exactly two customers in this round. Given the behavior of 

consumers, the conditional probability that she is the seller with a strict majority of customers 

given that she has exactly two customers is equal to (3*1/3*2/3) / [3*(1/3)2 + (3*1/3*2/3)] = 

2/3. Thus, the expected additional future payoff from treating efficiently is 16.8*2/3 = 11.2 

which is strictly more than 8, the maximum additional current payoff from deviating (if both 

consumers need th).7 c) If a seller has only one customer in round 9 there is no additional 

future payoff from treating efficiently and she will therefore cheat. The arguments for rounds 

1-8 are similar to those for round 9, the main difference being that the additional expected 

future payoff from treating efficiently is higher, the incentives to deviate therefore lower. ■ 
 

Non-Standard Predictions 
 

Prediction BNS1 (Provision and Charging Policy).  

(i) Consider B/N and suppose αmax > 4 and γmax > 0. Then the undertreatment rate is 

below 100%. Furthermore, for prices satisfying ph – pl < γmax the overcharging rate is below 

100% and strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

(ii) Consider B/L and suppose γmax > 0. Then for prices satisfying ph – pl < γmax the 

overcharging rate is below 100% and strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

                                                 
6 Mistreating only one of the customers yields an additional current profit of 4 and a loss in future profit of 7, 

mistreating tow of the customers yields an additional current profit of 8 and a loss in future profit of 14, etc. 
7 Here notice that there is no additional expected future payoff from treating efficiently if exactly two sellers 

have two customers each in round 9. 
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(iii) Consider B/V and suppose αmax > 0 and βmax > 0.  Then for prices satisfying –x ∈ (0, 

αmax) the undertreatment rate is below 100% and strictly decreasing in the price difference ph 

– pl. Furthermore, for prices satisfying x ∈ (0, βmax) the overtreatment rate is below 100% and 

strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

(iv) Consider B/LV and suppose βmax > 0. Then for prices satisfying x ∈ (0, βmax) the 

overtreatment rate is below 100% and strictly increasing in the price difference ph – pl. 

Proof: Part (i): Since ch - cl = 4, sellers with an α > 4 will abstain from undertreatment. Thus, 

if αmax > 4 the undertreatment rate must be below 100% given our assumption of a strictly 

positive density on the support [0, αmax] x [0, β max] x [0, γmax].  Sellers with γ > 0 will only 

overcharge if ph - pl > γ. Thus, for (exogenously given) prices satisfying ph - pl < γmax the 

overcharging rate is below 100% and increasing in ph - pl due to our full support assumption. 

The argument for parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) is similar. ■ 

 

 

Prediction BNS2 (Acceptance Behavior).  

(i) Consider B/N, suppose αmax > 4 and that this is common knowledge. Then, for any 

{pl, ph} with pl = ph ≤ 8 there exist expectations such that a consumer with those expectations 

is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer might be willing to trade even if ph > 3). 

Furthermore, for any {pl, ph} with pl < ph, ph – pl < γmax and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist 

expectations such that a consumer with those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a 

consumer might be willing to trade even if ph > 8). 

(ii) Consider B/L, suppose that γmax > 0 and that this is common knowledge. Then for any 

{pl, ph} with pl < ph, ph – pl < γmax and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist expectations such that a 

consumer with those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer might be 

willing to trade even if ph > 8). 

(iii) Consider B/V, suppose αmax > 0 and βmax > 0 and that this is common knowledge. 

Then for any {pl, ph} with |x| ≤ Min{αmax, βmax} and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist expectations 

such that a consumer with those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer 

might be willing to accept an undertreatment vector with  pl > 3, and an overtreatment vector 

with  ph > 8). 

(iv) Consider B/LV, suppose βmax > 0 and that this is common knowledge. Then for any 

{pl, ph} with x< βmax and (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8 there exist expectations such that a consumer with 

those expectations is willing to trade (in particular, a consumer might be willing to accept an 

overtreatment vector with ph > 8). 
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Proof: Part (i): Consider a price-vector {pl, ph} with pl = ph = p and suppose a consumer 

expects that x% of the sellers who offer such a vector have an α ≥ 4 (since αmax > 4 such 

expectations are feasible for any x ≤ 100). Then he is willing to accept iff x ≥ 100[(p + 1.6)/5 - 

1]. Setting x equal to 100 and solving for p yields p ≤ 8.4. Similarly, if γmax > 0 then prices that 

fulfil (pl + ph)/2 ≤ 8.4 and ph - pl < γmax are attractive to customers who place sufficient weight 

on α realizations in [4, αmax] and  γ realizations in [ph - pl, γmax]. The proof for parts (ii) to (iv) 

is similar. ■ 

  

Prediction BNS3 (Interaction). Suppose some consumers have optimistic expectations. Then 

there exists an equilibrium in which the interaction frequency is strictly positive even if 

neither observability nor liability (nor both) holds (that is, even in B/N, where prediction BS3 

predicts complete market break down). 

Proof: First notice that sellers with α ≥ 4 are committed to deliver th to consumers of type th. 

Knowing this, they will never offer a price-vector {pl, ph} with ph < 6. Therefore a pooling 

PBE involving constant prices must have pl = ph ≥ 6. Suppose (i) that all sellers offer {pl, ph} 

= {6, 6}, (ii) that opportunistic experts (sellers with α < 4) always provide the minor 

treatment under each price-vector while committed experts (sellers with α ≥ 4) always 

provide the appropriate treatment under each price-vector, and (iii) that consumers’ 

expectations are correct along the equilibrium path. Then consumers with optimistic 

expectations (expecting that at least 52% of sellers offering {6, 6} have a α≥4) are willing to 

accept since 10[0.52 + 0.48/2] – 6 ≥ 1.6 = o. The term in the squared brackets is the 

probability to be served sufficiently – meeting a committed expert (α ≥ 4) with probability 

52%, and meeting a non-committed seller (α<4) with probability 48%, but needing only tl 

(with probability ½). ■ 
 

 

Predictions RNS1 to RNS3. Suppose that αmax > 4 and that this is common knowledge. 

Contrary to the prediction with standard preferences, equilibria exist in R/N in which 

• the interaction frequency is 100% in early rounds and remains strictly positive 

throughout the game and 

• all sellers provide the appropriate treatment in early rounds and some sellers provide 

the appropriate treatment throughout the game. 

Proof: We are searching for a Kreps-Wilson-Milgrom-Roberts type of good reputation 

equilibrium in which opportunistic experts (sellers with α < 4) mimic committed experts 
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(sellers with α > 4) in early rounds. For commitment types only price-vectors with  ph ≥ 6 are 

profitable, we therefore search for a PBE in which all types pool on {pl, ph} = {6, 6}. In 

equilibrium consumers expect (i) that experts posting {pl, ph} = {6, 6} will serve them 

efficiently in early rounds (the meaning of “in early rounds” will be specified below) while 

experts posting other price-vectors will undertreat them throughout the game, and (ii) that 

only committed experts posting {pl, ph} = {6, 6} will serve them efficiently in later rounds 

while opportunistic experts will undertreat them later on. Consumers revise their expectations 

if and only if they are undertreated in early rounds. In this case they infer that the respective 

expert is an opportunistic one who will undertreat them in any future interaction. Consumers 

interact with a seller posting {pl, ph} = {6, 6} iff they have not been undertreated in an earlier 

round by this seller and they interact with a seller posting a different price-vector iff this 

price-vector has ph ≤ 3. Committed experts (sellers with α ≥ 4) offering {pl, ph} = {6, 6} 

always provide the appropriate treatment while opportunistic experts (sellers with α < 4) 

offering {pl, ph} = {6, 6} provide the appropriate treatment until round T and always the 

minor treatment in periods T + 1, T +2,...,16.8 We search for that period T until which there 

exists no incentive for an opportunistic seller to undertreat because this would lead to a loss of 

business in the future9. Let vx = [(4 - x)*4 + x*1.6] / 4 denote the (expected) value of a round 

in which x (=0, 1, 2, 3, 4) customers reject treatment because they have been undertreated by 

this seller before. Also, let px=(4+x)/8 denote the probability that at the end of a round the 

number of customers willing to interact with a seller is the same as at the beginning of the 

round given that (i) x customers are willing to interact with the seller at the beginning of the 

round and (ii) the seller provides the minor treatment in the current round.10 Finally, let VT 

denote the expected value of all future interactions, including the current one, given that (i) 

the seller has provided appropriate treatment to all customers up to period T, (ii) the seller 

provides the minor treatment to a customer with the major problem in period T, and (iii) the 

seller provides the minor treatment in all periods succeeding T. Then V16 = v0 and for T < 16  

                                                 
8 Given this trigger strategy of consumers it is straightforward to see that if a seller undertreats in period t she 

will also undertreat in period t + 1 as the (potential) loss in business decreases in the number of rounds 

played. 
9 The incentive not to undertreat comes from the fact that the customer may return in the future with a minor 

problem which then generates a profit that can compensate for the forgone opportunity to undertreat. 
10  This probability is the sum of the probability that a customer wishes not to interact because he was 

undertreated before - x/4 - plus the probability that the customer interacts but only needs low quality and 

hence cannot be undertreated - (4-x)/4*0.5. 
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Next, let WT denote the expected value of all future interactions including the current one 

given that (i) the seller has provided appropriate treatment to all customers up to period T, (ii) 

the seller provides the major treatment to a customer with the major problem in period T, and 

(iii) the seller provides the minor treatment to her customer in all periods beyond T. Then W16 

= 0 and for T < 16 
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We are searching for the highest integer T for which WT > VT. Solving this problem (with 

Mathematica) yields T = 2.11 Thus, in the first two rounds it is profitable for opportunistic 

sellers to mimic committed ones, while in later rounds it is not.          ■ 
 

 

Prediction CNS1 (Provision and Charging Policy). Consider set N, suppose that αmax > 4 

and that (some) consumers have naive expectations. Then undertreatment is higher in C/N 

than in B/N. 
 

Proof: From prediction BNS3 we know that if some consumers have optimistic expectations 

then there exists a pooling PBE in which the interaction frequency is strictly positive even if 

neither observability nor liability (nor both) holds (that is, even in B/N). In this equilibrium (i) 

all sellers post {pl, ph} = {6, 6}, (ii) opportunistic experts (sellers with α < 4) always provide 

the minor treatment and (iii) committed experts (sellers with α ≥ 4) always provide the 

appropriate treatment. Thus, if at least one committed seller populates the market, then the 

                                                 
11 The Mathematica notebook yielding this result is available from the authors upon request. 
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undertreatment rate in this market is below 100% in B/N. Now consider C/N. If consumers 

have not only opportunistic but also naive expectations then they believe that experts’ 

behavior does not depend on the prices they post. Thus, opportunistic experts can undercut 

their committed rivals because a ph < 6 yields a lower payoff to commitment types than no 

interaction at all. Thus, if at least one opportunistic expert populates a market, committed 

experts are driven out of business in that market leading to an undertreatment rate of 100% in 

that market (and to a higher undertreatment rate on average over all markets in C/N). ■ 
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Appendix B. Experimental Instructions (for condition CR/LV – instructions for the other 

conditions are available upon request) 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE EXPERIMENT 
Thank you for participating in this experiment. Please do not to talk to any other participant 

until the experiment is over. 

 

2 Roles and 16 Rounds 

This experiment consists of 16 rounds, each of which consists of the same sequence of 

decisions. This sequence of decisions is explained in detail below. 

There are 2 kinds of roles in this experiment: player A and player B. At the beginning of the 

experiment you will be randomly assigned to one of these two roles. On the first screen of the 

experiment you will see which role you are assigned to. Your role remains the same 

throughout the experiment. 

 

In your group there are 4 players A and 4 players B. The players of each role get a number. If 

you are a player B your potential interaction partners are the players A1, A2, A3 and A4. In 

case you are a player A your potential interaction partners are the players B1, B2, B3 and B4. 

Attention: The numbers of all players A are fixed, i.e. the same number always represents 

the same person, e.g. “A1”. 

But: The numbers of all players B are not fixed, i.e. the number representing a given person 

might change (the probability that a number is represented by the same person as in the 

previous round is exactly 25%). 

All participants get the same information on the rules of the game, including the costs and 

payoffs of both players. 

 

Overview of the Sequence of Decisions in a Round 

Each round consists of a maximum of 4 decisions which are made consecutively. Decisions 1, 

3 and 4 are made by player A, decision 2 is made by player B. 

 

Short Overview of the Sequence of Decisions in a Round 

1. Player A chooses one price for action 1 and one price for action 2. 
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2. Player B gets to know the prices chosen by the 4 players A (A1 to A4). Then player B 

decides whether he/she wants to interact with one of the players A. If not, this round 

ends for him/her. 

3. Each player A gets to know which players B decided to interact with him/her. A 

maximum of all 4 players B can interact with a particular player A. Then each player 

A is informed about the types of all players B who decided to interact with him/her. 

There are two possible types of player B: he/she is of either type 1 or type 2. This type 

is not necessarily identical for all players B. Player A has to choose an action for each 

player interacting with him: either action 1 or action 2.  

4. Player B has to pay the price specified by his/her player A in decision 1 for the action 

chosen by his/her player A in decision 3. 

 

Detailed Illustration of the Decisions and Their Consequences Regarding Payoffs 

 

Decision 1 

In case of an interaction each player A has to choose between 2 actions (action 1 and action 

2) at decision 3. Each chosen action causes costs which are as follows: 

Action 1 costs player A 2 points (= currency of the experiment). 

Action 2 costs player A 6 points. 

Player A can charge prices for these actions from all those players B who decide to interact 

with him/her. At decision 1 each Player A has to set the prices for both actions. Only 

(strictly) positive integer numbers are possible, i.e., only 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are 

valid prices. Note that the price for action 1 must not exceed the price for action 2. 
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Decision 2 

Player B gets to know the prices set by each of the four players A for the two actions at 

decision 1. Then player B decides whether he/she wants to interact with one of the players A 

and (if he/she wants to do so) with which one. 

If he/she wants to do so, player A can choose an action at decision 3 and charge a price for 

that action at decision 4 (see below).  

If he/she doesn’t want to interact, this round ends for this player B and he/she gets a payoff 

of 1.6 points for this round. 

In case none of the players B wants to interact with a certain player A, this player A gets a 

payoff of 1.6 points for this round as well. 

 

Below is an exemplary screen which shows decision 2. In case you wish to interact with a 

certain player A please click “Ja” (Yes) in the corresponding column and confirm your entry 

by clicking “OK” (you don’t have to click “Nein” (No) for the other players A). If you don’t 

want any interaction at all, you just have to click “OK” (you don’t have to click “Nein” for all 

players A). See explanation on the screen. 

 

In the lower half of the screen you can see all previous rounds (on the exemplary screen round 

5 is ongoing). The columns are defined as follows: 

- “Runde”: The round, in which something happened 

- “Interaktion”: Shows if you had an interaction with a player A (here: rounds 2-4) 

- “Verbindung zu”: Shows with which player A you interacted (here: in rounds 2 and 4 

with player A4) 

- “Preis für Aktion 1”: Price which was set by player A for action 1 (in case you didn’t 

have an interaction this field shows “-“, like here in round 1) 

- “Preis für Aktion 2”: Price which was set by player A for action 2 

- “Rundengewinn”: Your earnings in each particular round denoted in points (the 

calculation is explained below) 
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Decision 3 

Before decision 3 is made (in case player B chose “Yes” at decision 2) a type is randomly 

assigned to player B. Player B can be one of the two types: type 1 or type 2. This type is 

determined for each player B in each new round. The determination is random and 

independent of the other players’ types. With a probability of 50% player B is of type 1, 

and with a probability of 50% he/she is of type 2. Imagine that a coin is tossed for each 

player B in each round. If the result is e.g. “heads”, player B is of type 1, if the result is “tails” 

he/she is of type 2. 

Every player A gets to know the types of all players B who interact with him/her before he 

makes his decision 3. Then player A chooses an action for each player B, either action 1 or 

action 2. In case he interacts with more than one player B these actions are allowed to differ. 

There are two possibilities a player A can have during choosing his action: 

a) In case player B is a type 1 player, player A can chose either action 1 or action 2. 

b) In case player B is a type 2 player, player A has to choose action 2. 

 

At no time player B will be informed whether he/she is of type 1 or a type 2 player. Player B 

will also not be informed about the total number of players B player A interacted with. 

 

Below there is an exemplary screen which shows decision 3. Player A gets to know which of 

the 4 players B decided to interact with him and which didn’t (first row). If a player B 

The first number 

denotes the price for 

action 1; the second 

number denotes the 

price for action 2 

“Ja” can be activated 

for a maximum of 

one column. If you 

do not activate 

anything and confirm 

by clicking “OK” you 

will not interact in 

this round. 
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interacts with the player A under consideration then the type of player B is displayed in the 

corresponding column. The two prices which player A set at his decision 1 are shown. 

The last row has to be filled out for each player who agreed to interact (the row “Interaktion” 

shows “JA” (Yes)). For each of these interacting players B an action has to be chosen (1 or 2). 

On the exemplary screen the players B1 and B2 decided to interact with player A, hence 

player A needs to enter the actions for these players (i.e. replace the “0”). 

 

  
 

Decision 4 

Player A charges the price (which he determined at decision 1) for the action he chose at his 

decision 3 from each player B. 

 

At columns displaying “JA“ the 

last row has to be filled in. Below, 

the row “Eigenschaften von 

Spieler B” shows the types of all 

interacting players B. 

You cannot change the last row 

of columns showing “NEIN“ (No). 
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Payoffs 

No Interaction 

If player B chose not to interact with any of the players A (decision “No” for all 4 players A) 

he/she gets 1.6 points for this particular round. If no player B decided to interact with a 

certain player A this player A gets 1.6 points for this particular round as well.  

 

Otherwise (decision “Yes” by player B) the payoffs are as follows: 

 

Interaction 

For each player B he/she interacts with, player A receives the according price (denoted in 

points) he/she charged at his/her decision 4 less the costs for the action chosen at decision 3, 

i.e. the payoff of a player A consists of all interactions he/she had within this round. 

 

Player B gets 10 points less the price charged at decision 4 for the action chosen at decision 

3. 

 

At the beginning of the experiment you receive an initial endowment of 6 points. In addition 

you received 2 Euro (equals 8 points) for filling out the questionnaire. With this endowment 

you are able to cover losses that might occur in some rounds. Losses can also be compensated 

by gains in other rounds. If your total payoff sums up to a loss at the end of the experiment 

you will have to pay this amount to the supervisor of the experiment. By participating in this 

experiment you agree to this term. Please note that there is always a possibility to avoid 

losses in this experiment. 

 

To calculate the final payoff the initial endowment and the profits of all rounds are added up. 

This sum is then converted into cash using the following exchange rate: 

 

 

1 point = 25 Euro-cents 

(i.e. 4 points = 1 Euro) 

 

 


